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Abstract

This thesis aims to describe experimentally the link between the mechanical deformation and
the electrochemical processes on the surfaces of metal electrodes.

The experimental methods are firstly designed in this thesisto precisely measure the electro-
capillary coupling coefficients between the electrochemical variables (e.g. electrode potential
or reaction current) and elastic strain. These methods, Dynamic Electro-Chemo-Mechanical
Analysis (DECMA), are validated as the measurement strategies to investigate the potential- and
current- modulation in response to the cyclic elastic strain during a traditional cyclic voltamme-
try by three independent experimental methods:i) current-strain response at constant potential
condition; ii ) potential-strain response at constant charge density condition; andiii ) potential-
strain response at constant current condition. As one-case, DECMA is applied to study the
coupling parameter of electrode potential and strain,ςE, under the different conditions of metals
surfaces and electrolytes.

Since the electrochemical variables for a strained electrode surface near equilibrium condi-
tion have been identified, theoretical and experimental methods can be taken one step further
into the realm of non-equilibrium processes such as an electrocatalytic reaction.

The main target of this thesis is to experimentally investigate the mechanically modulated
catalysis by monitoring the modulation of reaction currentduring the strain cycles on the elec-
trode. As a model process, the experimental work is focused on the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) on 111-textured, polycrystalline gold and platinum thin film electrodes. This is the first
investigation of introducing the strain term into the reaction kinetic equations. The variation of
the coupling coefficients, between reactivity of electrodeand surface strain, with the electrode
state in experiments agrees well with the model expectation. The results reveal the strain-
dependence of the hydrogen adsorption enthalpy as well as the reaction activation enthalpy in
the hydrogen evolution reaction.

This thesis describes that the reaction rate in heterogeneous catalysis varies considerably
with the mechanical deformation when the surface is elastically strained in the tangent plane.
This opens the perspective of tuning the elastic deformation - in other words, tuning the lattice
parameter of surface atoms - of catalysts, so as to enhance their reactivities. The present ap-
proach in this thesis towards monitoring mechanically modulated reaction rates in electrocataly-
sis can be applied quite generally to the electrocatalytic reactions of interest. It thus evolves into
a new tool for studying strain-dependent electrocatalysisand for linking the relevant phenomena
to models of the underlying microscopic processes for the investigation of reaction mechanism.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Due to the several commercial applications, progress in catalysis can have a positive economic
as well as environmental impact. More specifically, the automotive and power generation in-
dustries (e.g. fuel cells and hydrogen energy economy) benefit most directly from the field of
new-style catalysis.

Catalysisis an action by a catalyst in chemical reactions. Thecatalystcan alter the rate
of chemical reactions by changing the activation energy andthen return to its original form
without being consumed or destroyed at the end of the reactions. The types of catalysts are
classified based on the ways catalysts work as:i) Homogeneous catalystis that both catalyst
and all reactants/products are in the same phase; andii ) heterogeneous catalystmeans that the
reaction system involves multi-phase,e.g.H2 (gas) + O2 (gas)→ H2O (liquid).

Heterogeneous catalysis has received an enormous amount ofinterest, both from an indus-
trial and a scientific perspective. This is demonstrated by the 2007 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
awarded to Professor Gerhard Ertl, who introduced surface science techniques to the field of
heterogeneous catalysis leading to a deeper understandingof how chemical reactions take place
at the surfaces [1–5], thereby bridging the gap between surface science and industrial cataly-
sis. There are many aspects currently under investigation of how surface science significantly
affects the activity of catalysts,e.g. particle size effect, surface strain effect, shape effect and
composition effect [6–12].

Take gold metal as an example. Although bulk gold is practically quite inert, the strain
effect has been studied by self-consistent density functional calculation, as one of the detailed
three effects1 which might make gold surface more chemically reactive [13]. Such surface strain
can be achieved in experiment by the monolayer of foreign atoms epitaxy to different support
substrates crystals, like the experimental studies in Refs. [8,14,15].

More recently, advanced materials for heterogeneous catalysis are often in form of bimetal-
lic bulk or alloys [16–20]. In bimetallic or alloy catalysts, an active component is enriched in
the surface layer of atoms. Core-shell nanoparticles provide an example for such graded sys-
tems [21–23]. An inherent feature of these catalysts is that the atoms ofthe active component
at the surface do not, in generally, see the same interatomicspacing as in their elemental crys-

1The other two effects are the quantum-size effect and the step effect.
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1 Introduction

talline state. It implies that the enhanced catalytic activity originates from the enriched active
component which is under tensile or compressive strain.

However, the electronic structure in the active layer at such surface is also affected by elec-
tron exchange with the underlying substrate (ligand effect), and this ‘ligand effect’ affects the
reactivity simultaneously with the lattice parameter change (strain effect). Since these two
effects are not readily separated, the impact of strain on the catalytic reactivity of materials sur-
faces is not usually observed in isolation. In fact, quantifiable measures for the reactivity-strain
coupling strength have not been reported so far, nor are definitions for the coupling parameters
established.

This dissertation directly addresses the question of interest about quantifiable measurement
for the reactivity-strain coupling strength, which bridges the surface mechanics and electro-
catalysis in material science.

The subsequent sections display the state-of-the-art in the relevant fields in detail.

1.1.1 State-of-the-art

As one of the most significant aspects on the enhancement of metal’s catalytic activity, surface
strain or surface mechanics has prompted a renewed interestand investigation in the field of
catalysis.

Firstly, density function theory (DFT) calculations [24–29] suggested that reaction rates in
heterogeneous catalysis can vary significantly when considering an elastically strained surface
in the tangential plane. The notion of a tangential elastic strain is here synonymous with a
change in the in-plane lattice parameter at the surface. Thesuggestion of a strain-dependent
reactivity rested on computed values for the adsorption enthalpies of the reactants and for the
energies of the transition states, which were found to be significantly modified on strained sur-
faces. The surface strain could induce a shift of the d-band center, which is an important part of
the interaction energy. The d-band model of Hammer and Nørskov rationalized the finding, by
numerical studies, that expansive lateral strain typically led to an enhanced binding [24,26,29].

That finding of strain-dependent enthalpies has been experimentally recently confirmed
[15,30–32]. Enhanced reaction rates on strained catalyst layers haveindeed been demonstrated
in experiments [33–36]. More specifically, Gsellet al. [30] have investigated experimentally
the effect of local substrate strain on adsorption energy byscanning tunneling microscopy tech-
nique. The strain, introduced in the surface region, strongly influenced the strength of adsorp-
tion. They showed that the oxygen atoms preferred adsorbed in the regions with lateral expan-
sion of Ru (0001) surfaces in comparison with unstrained surfaces, whereas it was weaker in the
regions of lateral lattice dilatation. The authors suggested (in the literature [30]) that increased
theoretical and experimental efforts were required to understand these strain effects in more
details since the experimental evidence was not yet clear-cut.

Schlapkaet al. [31] showed that the strain effect as well as the ligand effect onthe CO
adsorption energy, by a combination of experimental and theoretical methods. The lattice com-
pression of the Pt monolayer by deposition on a Ru (0001) substrate, as well as the strong
Pt-Ru interlayer coupling, led to a significant reduction ofthe CO adsorption energy, which was
understood in terms of the d-band center downshift caused byboth effects [31].

More recently, Kibleret al.[15] have experimentally tuned the reaction rates by lateral strain
on a pseudomorphic palladium monolayer. They found that theshift of the hydrogen desorption

2



1.1 Background and motivation

potential depended on the shift of the d-band center, due to the misfit lattice parameters (a static
strain) by depositing Pd adlayer on top of different metal substrates. The current density of
hydrogen desorption was also changed by such mismatch strain in the meantime.

However, in their novel experiments mentioned above, the strained monolayers were achieved
by epitaxy to different support substrate crystals due to the misfit of metal lattice parameters.
Thus it was still difficult to separate the strain effect and ligand effect on the shift of the d-band
center or the change of properties in those experiments.

1.1.2 Electrocapillary coupling coefficient

This thesis aims to monitor the mechanical modulation of theelectrosorption enthalpy as well as
of the reaction current in an electrochemical reaction on a strained surface. Since the potential
of electrosorption represents the adsorption enthalpy, one of the key coupling coefficients in
this study between electrode processes and the mechanics isthe response,ςE, of the electrode
potential to elastic strain, defined viaςE = dE/de∣q. HereE denotes the electrode potential,q
the superficial charge density, ande a tangential strain variable.

Further, the electrode potential in electrolyte environment at the potential of zero charge
condition1 is closely related to the electron work function2 of the surface in vacuum. Therefore,
ςE agrees as well with yet another fundamental parameter, the response of the work function to
the strain.Ab initiocomputation data [37–40] summarized the atomic and electronic relaxations
in charged gold surfaces in vacuum and investigated the effect of tangential strain on the work
function for a set of noble and transition metals. The authors evaluated the response valueςE for
Au (111) as -1.86 V and found moreover that such parameter varied strongly with the surface
orientation and the surface material.

The experimental measurement ofςE was first reported in an early work by Gokhshtein [41]
(summarized by Valincius in Ref. [42]), who defined the response parameter. Gokhshtein
pointed out a Maxwell relation and proposed the ‘Estance’ method as a technique for mea-
suringςE(E). Yet, Gokhshtein’s estance experiments did not see a detailed and comprehensive
documentation in the literature, and key results remained either obscure - such as the numerical
magnitude ofςE and the procedure by which numbers were derived - or puzzling- such as the
several sign changes ofςE(E) in the potential range near the zero charge.

At equilibrium condition, the Maxwell relation explored byGokhshtein equatesςE to another
thermodynamic parameter, the derivative of the surface stress,f , of the electrode with respect
to its superficial charge densityq. In other words,ςE = ςf , whereςf = df /dq∣e. This Maxwell
relation has been experimentally confirmed recently [43,44].

Until recently, the confirmed quantitative experimental information onςE came from the
measurements ofςf . Experiments using cantilever bending or porous metal expansion yieldedςf
near the potential of zero charge between -1 V and -2.5 V for various metal surfaces in weakly
adsorbing electrolytes [45–50].

In fact, despite the fundamental relevance of the strain-response of the electrode potential,
the phenomenon has remained poorly explored to this day. Numbers for the related quantity
dE/dσ (whereσ is a measure for tangential stress in the bulk, which scales with strain e),

1Potential of zero charge is defined as an electrode potentialwhere there is no excess charge at the electrode
surface, the electrode is at neutral condition.cf. section 2.1.2.

2Work function is the energy needed to move an electron from the Fermi level into vacuum.
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1 Introduction

reported based on partly more recent experiments, differ byseveral orders of magnitude and
even by sign [43,51,52]. Therefore, a direct measurement ofςE is desirable, especially in view
of the nontrivial issue of equilibrium during real electrode processes.

Smetaninet al. [43,53] developed a novel experimental approach of introducing the cyclic
strain on the surface of a metal electrode under the open circuit condition1. The parameter of
interest in their measurement wasςE exactly and the strain was changed dynamically in opposite
to the epitaxy approach used in Refs. [8, 14, 15, 31]. Thus one can clearly address the exact
impact of surface strain on the electrode potential separating the ligand effect. However, such
novel experimental approach of measuringςE is only available under the open circuit condition.
If there is no open circuit condition, the electric current directly compensates the variation of
potential, which is induced by the strain, under the function of potentiostat instrument.

The presence of this limitation is inconvenient to detect and quantify the value ofςE for
different electrode processes, for instance during a cyclic voltammetry. The approach designed
by Smetaninet al. therefore needs to be improved further to remove this limitation.

1.2 Scope and structure of this thesis

This dissertation gives a direct answer of how toin situ monitor the mechanical modulation of
catalytic reactivity for achieving a deeper understandingof the chemical reaction on a strained
surface. It thus affords a new tool for studying the strain-dependent catalysis on material sur-
faces. With regard to the mechanical modulation of reactivity, the interdisciplinary investigation
in this thesis focuses on the strain-induced variation of electrode potential and of reaction cur-
rent. Based on these issues, new measurement strategies aresuccessfully established toin situ
detect and quantify the relevant coupling coefficients whenthe electrode is cyclically strained.
These novel strategies remove the restriction of open circuit condition and introduce the poten-
tial control so as to access the domain of electrocatalytic reaction.

Prior to the quantifiable measurement for the reactivity-strain strength in an electrocatalytic
reaction, the experimental methods – dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis (DECMA) –
are validated near the potential of zero charge at equilibrium condition. The strain-dependence
of adsorption enthalpy thus can be quantified by acquiring the coupling coefficient of potential-
strain response in an electrosorption process. Since the methods near equilibrium condition
are identified, it can be taken one step further into the realmof non-equilibrium processes for
studying the reactivity-strain strength in electrocatalytic reaction as a focus of this thesis. The
structure of this thesis is arranged in following chapters:

Since electrochemical technologies are used as basic tool in this study, Chapter 2 gives an
introduction to the fundamental principles of electrochemistry. Chapter 3 shows the experimen-
tal procedure in detailed description of sample fabrication, tools of sample characterization,
electrochemical setup as well as measurement strategies.

DECMA is described and validated in Chapter 4 for precisely measuring the coupling of
electrode potential to strain,ςE(E), and the response of electrode current to strain of electrically
conductive solids in aqueous electrolytes during a conventional cyclic voltammetry. By means
of an example, the results for gold electrodes are reported within dominantly capacitive regions.

1Open circuit condition means no potential or current is being applied to the electrochemical experiment. Thus
no external electric current flows between the electrodes.cf. section 2.1.2.
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1.2 Scope and structure of this thesis

Three independent experiments are explored for separatingthe cyclic strain-induced variation
of potential or current from the background signal. The finding is that the results of all three
experiments are in quantitative agreement andςE(E) varies significantly with the electrode po-
tential. Moreover, the impact of ions of the working solution on the behavior of potential-strain
responses is investigated as well in different electrochemical systems; for instance, different
electrolytes and different concentrations of electrolyte. At the end of Chapter 4, the method of
measuringςE(E) is taken one step further to the electrosorption processes for different metal
electrodes (e.g. Au, Pd and Pt) in weakly adsorbing electrolytes. Main part ofresults obtained
in this chapter have been published in the journals of Refs. [44,54,55] and submitted to journal
Langmuirfor publication [56].

There are two major merits in the coming Chapter 5. It first introduces the strain-dependence
into the kinetic rate equations for strained surfaces, and derives results for the variation of
coupling-strength with the electrode state. Chapter 5 alsodescribes a novel experimental scheme
through a modified DECMA that allowsin situ monitoring the strain-induced reactivity modu-
lation in heterogeneous electrocatalysis due to the changes in the lattice parameter of electrode
surface. A simple but typical reaction, hydrogen evolutionreaction (HER), is focused on 111-
textured polycrystalline Au and Pt thin film electrodes in H2SO4 solution as the most studied
system in literature. Experimental results agree with the model which imposes generally the
strain term into the reaction kinetics equations, consequently it brings us towards deeper un-
derstanding of electrocatalytic phenomena at metal-electrolyte interfaces, in which the impact
of elastic strain on catalysis is governed by the strain-dependence of the hydrogen adsorption
enthalpy as well as the reaction activation enthalpy in electrochemical reactions. The results in
this chapter have been published inJournal of Catalysis[57].

Finally, this thesis is summarized in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Fundamental description of electrochemistry

Since electrochemical techniques were used as basic tools through this thesis, general descrip-
tion of fundamental electrochemistry,e.g. structure of the electrified interface, is presented in
the next paragraphs and mainly following the textbooks [58–61].

2.1.1 Electrochemical cell

Electrochemical cells consist of at least two electron conductors, usually metals calledelec-
trodes, in contact with ionic conductors, calledelectrolytes. Electrochemical cells with current
flow can operate either asgalvanic cells, in which chemical reactions occur spontaneously and
chemical energy is converted into electrical energy, or aselectrolytic cells, in which electrical
energy is converted into chemical energy. The electrolyticcells are used in this thesis.

Three electrodes system

Theworking electrode(WE) of interest, which makes contact with the electrolyte,must apply
the desired potential under control and facilitate the charge transfer to and from the electrolyte.
A second electrode acts as the other half of the electrochemical cell. This second electrode
must have a known potential to gauge the potential on the working electrode, furthermore it also
must balance the charge added or removed by the working electrode. However, it is extremely
difficult for an actual electrode to maintain a constant potential while passing current to counter
redox events at the working electrode.

To solve this problem, the role of supplying electrons and referencing potential has been
divided into two separate electrodes. In this arrangement,the reference electrode(RE) is a
half cell1 with a known electrode reduction potential2. Its role is to only act as reference in
measuring and controlling the potential on the working electrode and there is no current flow on

1A half-cell is half of an electrolytic or galvanic cell, where either oxidation or reduction occurs,e.g.
AgCl(solid) + e− ⇌ Ag(solid) +Cl−. The half-cell reaction at the anode is oxidation, while it isreduction at
the cathode .

2The value of reduction potential is relative to the standardhydrogen electrode,2H+aq + 2e
− ⇌ H2, which is

declared to be zero for forming a basis in comparison with allother electrode reduction reactions.
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2 Theoretical background

it. Thecounteror auxiliary electrode(CE) passes all the current needed to balance the current
observed at the working electrode. The counter electrode can be any convenient one with larger
surface area than the working electrode, since its electrochemical properties do not affect the
behavior of the WE of interest. It is usually chosen to be an electrode that does not produce
substance by electrolysis that will reach the surface of theWE and cause interfering reactions
there.

potentiostat

I

reduction

oxidation

WE CERE

E I

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a three electrodeselectrochemical cell and circuit,
showing the working electrode (WE), reference electrode (RE) and counter electrode (CE).
The potentialE at the WE relative to the RE is controlled by the potentiostatand the electrical
currentI flows from the WE to the CE in electrolyte.

These electrodes – the working, reference, and counter – make up the modern three elec-
trodes system, as shown in Fig.2.1. Such a three electrodes cell is usually required in the work
with a potentiostat instrument, which is used to measure thepotential difference between the
working electrode and the reference electrode. The potentiostat has a high input impedance con-
nected with the reference electrode, so that a negligible current is drawn through the reference
electrode. This thesis adopts the three electrodes system in all electrochemical measurements.

Polarisable and nonpolarisable electrodes

A metal electrode at which no charge transfer can occur across the metal-solution interface,
regardless of the potential imposed by an outside source of voltage, is called anideal polarizable
electrode(IPE). While no real electrode can behave as an IPE over the whole range of potential
windows available in a solution, some electrode-solution systems can approach ideal polarisable
condition over limited potential ranges. The only reactioncurrent, generated by the reduction
or oxidation, that flows in this region is due to charge-transfer reactions of trace impurities (e.g.,
metal ions, oxygen, and organic species), and this current is quite small in clean systems. In
contrast to IPE, an electrode whose potential does not change upon passage of the current is
called anideal nonpolarisable electrode(INPE). Typical such electrodes with fixed potential
are the reference electrodes. Figure2.2 illustrates a schematic representation of IPE and INPE.

The relevant electrocapillary coupling coefficients are focused on a polarisable electrode in
this thesis. In Chapter 4 below an extreme case of nonpolarisable electrode is comparatively
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2.1 Fundamental description of electrochemistry

investigated for the deeper understanding of the differentbehavior of potential-strain response;
for instance, a metal in contact with an electrolyte containing the same metal ion in solution.

a) ideal polarizable electrode b) ideal nonpolarizable electrode

E

I

E

I

Figure 2.2: The steady-state current-potential curves forideal a) polarisable andb) nonpo-
larisable electrodes. Dashed lines show behavior of actualelectrodes that approach the ideal
behavior over limited ranges of current or potential. Adapted from Ref. [58].

Residual potential drop between electrodes

RSfWE fCE

fRE
RU

WE RE CE

IRU

IRS

fWE

fCE

a)

b)

Figure 2.3: a) Schematic representation of residual potential drop between electrodes in solu-
tion andIRU measured at the reference electrode;b) representation of the three-electrodes cell
as a potentiometer. The symbols have following meaning:φ∗ - potential on the considered elec-
trodes (WE, RE and CE),I - electrode current,RS - solution resistance between the WE and
the CE,RU - uncompensated resistance between the WE and the RE. Adapted from Ref. [58].

Considering the potential profile in solution between the working and counter electrodes,
shown schematically in Fig.2.3a), the solution between these two electrodes can be regarded
as a potentiometer. If the reference electrode is placed anywhere but exactly at the electrode
surface,residual potentialwith definition asIRU , whereRU is theuncompensated resistance
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2 Theoretical background

and I denotes the electrode current flowing from the working electrode to the counter elec-
trode, will be included in the measured potential, see Fig.2.3 b). Even when the tip of the
reference electrode is designed for very close placement tothe working electrode (e.g.use of a
fine tip called aLuggin-Haber capillary), such design can decrease the effect ofIRU , but not
totally eliminate it. Apart from that, some uncompensated resistance usually remains since the
distance still remains between the working electrode and the reference electrode. This uncom-
pensated potential drop can be removed later, for example, from steady-state measurements by
measurement ofRU and point-by-point correction of each measured potential.

All electrode potentials are corrected for the potential drop in solution by subtractingI(E)RU

from the nominal electrode potential value when studying the mechanically modulated catalysis
due to the rather large current in the reaction zone.

2.1.2 Structure of the electrified interface

A common example of an electrochemical system is that of an impermeable interface between a
metal and a solution containing ions, where the species (charge carriers) ensures the current flow
at each side of the interface but cannot traverse it. In fact,electrochemistry concerns with the
interrelation of electrical and chemical effects and reactions that involve reactant and electron.
Chemical changes can be caused by the passage of current. Theelectrochemical reactions occur
at the electrified interface of metal-electrolyte. This part of principle and description about the
structure of an electrified interface is adapted from Ref. [58].

Electrical double layer

Since charge cannot cross the ideal polarized electrode interface when the potential is changed,
the behavior of the electrode-solution interface is analogous to that of a capacitor. The charge is
governed by the equation,Q = CE, whereQ is the total charge stored on the capacitor,E is the
electrode potential andC is the capacitance. At a given potential, there will exist a charge on
the metal electrode,QM , and a charge in the solution,QS. The charge on the metal is negative
or positive depending on the potential across the interfaceand the composition of the solution.
At all times, however,QM = - QS.

The chargesQM andQS are often divided by the electrode area,A, and expressed as charge
densities,qM = QM /A, given in unit ofµCcm−2. The whole array of charged species and
oriented dipoles existing at the metal-solution interfaceis called theelectrical double layer.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, the electrical double layer has a complex structure of several
distinct parts according to the Gouy-Chapman theory [62–64]. The solution side of the inter-
face consists of a compact layer (inner and outer Helmholtz layers) plus a diffuse layer. The
inner Helmholtz layeror inner Helmholtz plane(IHP), close to the electrode, contains solvent
molecules and specifically adsorbed ions which are not solvated fully. Such inner layer is de-
fined by the location of the specifically adsorbed ions, whichis at a distancex1. The total charge
density from specifically adsorbed ions in this inner layer is qi (µCcm−2). The next layer, the
outer Helmholtz layer(OHP), reflects the imaginary plane passing through the center of sol-
vated ions at their closest approach to the surface; this means that solvated ions can approach
the metal only to a distancex2. The solvated ions are nonspecifically adsorbed and are attracted
to the surface by long-range coulombic forces, so that theirinteraction is essentially indepen-
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2.1 Fundamental description of electrochemistry

dent on the chemical properties of the ions. Both Helmholtz layers represent thecompact layer,
also called theHelmholtz layer, or Stern layer.

Because of thermal agitation in the solution, the nonspecifically adsorbed ions are dis-
tributed in a three-dimensional region called thediffuse layer. The diffuse layer, beyond the
compact layer, extends from OHP to bulk solution. The excesscharge density in the diffuse
layer isqd, hence the total excess charge density on solution side of the double layer,qS, is
given byqS = qi+qd = - qM .
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Bulk
metal
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molecules

Specifically
adsorbed
anion

Bulk
electrolyte
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x1 x2

M IHP OHP

q
i

q
d
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Figure 2.4: Simplified scheme of the electrified double layerregion under conditions where
anions are specifically adsorbed: compact and diffuse layers with solvated cations and anions in
the electrolyte. M = metal surface; IHP = inner Helmholtz layer (at a distancex1 from the metal
surface); OHP = outer Helmholtz layers (at a distancex2 from the metal surface). SymbolsqM ,
qi andqd denote the total charge density at the metal surface, the inner layer and the diffuse
layer, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [58].

Potential of zero charge

Thepotential of zero charge(pzc), a fundamental property of the metal-electrolyte interface, is
defined as an electrode potential where there is no excess charge at the electrode surface, usually
with the symbolEzc. If the electrode potential is positive in relation topzc, then negative ions
(anions) are attracted to the metal surface from the electrolyte; if it is negative in relation topzc,
then positive ions (cations) are attracted.

Since at thepzcthe surface tension reaches a maximum value, and the electrical capacitance
at the boundary shows a minimum peak, one method to determinethe pzc is measuring the
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2 Theoretical background

minimum peak of differential capacitance during potentialsweep. This thesis would provide an
alternative and useful probe of thepzcof gold.

Open circuit potential

The open circuit potential(ocp) is the potential of the working electrode relative to the ref-
erence electrode when no potential or current is being applied to the cell. Thus no external
electric current flows between the electrodes. It is given bythe symbolEoc. The metal-solution
interface determines the value of theocp, eg. the metal materials, the concentration of elec-
trolytes. Theocpcan be measured using high-input impedance voltmeters, or potentiometers,
as in potentiometry.

One major merit in this thesis is to remove the limitation of the open circuit condition and
to impose the potential control for measuring the parameterof potential-strain response.

2.1.3 Faradaic and non-faradaic processes

With a phenomenological thermodynamics description, the potential-strain response in this
study is a key parameter connecting electrode process to themechanics. There are two types
of processes occurring at electrodes. One type participates in electrochemical reactions where
charges (e.g., electrons) are transferred across the metal-electrolyteinterface. Electron transfer
causes electrochemical reactions (oxidation or reduction) to occur. Since such reactions are
governed by Faraday’s law (i.e., the amount of the chemical reaction caused by the flow of cur-
rent is proportional to the amount of electricity passed), they are calledfaradaic processes. The
faradaic currentis the current that corresponds to the electrolytic oxidation or reduction of one
or more chemical species at an electrode.

Under some conditions, at a given electrode-solution interface there is a range of potentials
where no charge-transfer reactions occur because such reactions are thermodynamically or ki-
netically unfavorable. However, processes such as adsorption and desorption can occur, and
the structure of the electrode-solution interface can change with changing potential or solution
composition. These processes are callednonfaradaic processes.

The current in nonfaradaic processes flowing through an electrochemical cell is charging
or discharging the electrical double-layer capacitance. This current does not involve any elec-
trochemical reactions (charge transfer). It only causes accumulation or removal of electrical
charges on the electrode and in the solution near the electrode. There is always some capaci-
tive current flowing when the potential of an electrode is changing, and the capacitive current
is generally zero when the potential is constant. It is also called nonfaradaicor double-layer
current, in contrast to the faradaic current. Although charge does not cross the interface, exter-
nal currents can flow when the potential, electrode area, or solution composition changes. Both
faradaic and nonfaradaic processes occur when electrode reactions take place.

Electrode Reaction and Electron transfer

Figure2.5 describes the processes occurring in a simple electrode reaction. It contains four
processes:

i) Mass transfer of the reactant (or product) to and away from the electrode interface;
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2.1 Fundamental description of electrochemistry

ii ) Proceeding or follow-up chemical reactions;
iii ) Surface adsorption or desorption processes;
iv) Electron transfer at the electrode-solution interface.
In the case of reduction, a species (O), capable of receivingan electron diffuses to the

surface, receives an electron from the electrode and diffuses away from the surface. Current at
the surface is generated by the transfer of electrons from the electrode to the redox species. In
solution the current is carried by migration of ions.
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Figure 2.5: Pathway of a general electrode reaction. Adapted from Bard [58].
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of an electrode reaction: a) reduction andb) oxidation
process of a species, A, from solution. The molecular orbitals (MO) of species A shown in
figures are the highest occupied MO and the lowest vacant MO. Adapted from Ref. [58].
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The magnitude of the potential controls the direction and rate of charge transfer. As illus-
trated in Fig.2.6, by driving the potential of the electrode more negatively (e.g.by connecting
a battery or a power supply to the electrochemical cell with its negative side connected to the
working electrode), the energy of the electrons in the electrode increases, thereby the electrons
are given sufficient energy to occupy vacant states on the species in the electrolyte. In that case,
a flow of electrons occurs from an electrode to solution called reduction current. Similarly, by
driving the potential more positively, the electrons in theelectrode loose energy, thereby making
it possible for electrons from species in the electrolyte tolower their energy by transferring to
the electrode. Their flow, from solution to electrode, is anoxidation current.

2.1.4 Mass transport

The rate of charge transfer can be increased drastically by increasing the electrode potential, but
charge can be transferred over a very short distance (of the order of 0.5 nm in inner Helmholtz
layer) in the form of an electron only. Another process is required to bring the reacting species
close enough to the surface, and to remove the species formedat the surface into the bulk of
solution. This process is calledmass transport[61]. The mass transport phenomena can be
macroscopically described with three types of driving forces, roughly portrayed as migration,
convection and diffusion accompanying an electrode reaction [58,59]. In electrochemistry, the
region in which diffusion cannot be neglected, compared to other mass transport mechanisms,
is known as the diffusion layer.

2.2 Fundamental equations

The ability to predict how a system will behave under certainconditions is essential in an elec-
trochemical experiment. In this regard, the fundamental equations described in this section can
be quite useful and mainly adapted from the handbooks of Refs. [58,61,65–67].

2.2.1 Faraday’s law

Faraday’s law of electrolysis that governs the electrochemical reactions can be stated as follows.
The number of moles of a substance,n, consumed or produced at one of the electrodes in an
electrolytic cell is directly proportional to the electriccharge passed through the electrode,Q.
Assuming that there are no parallel processes,

Q = nzF, (2.1)

wherez andF are the number of electrons appearing in the electrode reaction equation and the
Faraday constant (96 485 C mol−1), respectively. The constantF has a simple relation to two
other physical constants:

F = q0NA, (2.2)

whereNA is the Avogadro constant with value of 6.022×1023 mol−1 andq0 is the elementary
charge of 1.602×10−19 C.
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2.2 Fundamental equations

2.2.2 Nernst equation

For an electrode reaction, the equilibrium condition is characterized by the Nernst equation,
which links the euilibrium potential of a reversible reaction to the concentration of electroactive
species (participants). For simplicity, we only consider asingle electron transfer reaction (here
z = 1) between oxidized species (O) and reduced species (R):

O + e− ⇌ R. (2.3)

In an electrochemical cell, the cell potential relates to the Gibbs free energy change:

∆G = −FE. (2.4)

HereE is the cell potential (electromotive force) relative to reference electrode, also known as
open circuit potential (Eoc) or equilibrium potential (Eeq), which is present when no current is
flowing through the cell, andF is the Faraday’s constant. If the reactant and product have unit
activity1 (i.e. at standard states) andE is for the reaction in the reduction direction (from left to
right in Eq.2.3), then we have

∆G0 = −FE0. (2.5)

In this case, the potential is known as thestandard electrode potential(E0 [V]) or the standard
potentialand it relates to thestandard Gibbs free energy change(∆G0 [J mol−1]). It should be
noted here that due to the minus sign, all spontaneous reactions (i.e. with ∆G0 < 0) will have a
positive standard electrode potential (E0 > 0).

At given time t, the concentrations of oxidized species is expressed asCO(0, t) and of
reduced species asCR(0, t) at the electrode surface. The relationship between the surface con-
centrations and free energy change is given as [58,65]2:

∆G =∆G0 +RT ln
aR

aO
=∆G0 +RT ln

CR(0, t)

CO(0, t)
, (2.6)

whereR is the gas constant (8.3145 J mol−1 K−1), ai is the chemical activity for the relevant
speciesi andT [K] is the absolute temperature. The critical aspect of thisequation is that the
ratio of reduced to oxidized species can be related to the Gibbs free energy change.

The mathematical expression describing the correlation between equilibrium potential and
concentration for a cell reaction is a central tenet of electrochemistry and is known as theNernst
equation:

Eeq = E0 +
RT

F
ln
CO(0, t)

CR(0, t)
. (2.7)

The Nernst equation solves the potential of an electrochemical cell containing a reversible sys-
tem with fast kinetics, and it is valid only at equilibrium, and it can be applied at the surface of

1The activity of a speciesi, denotedai, is defined as [68]: ai = exp
µi−µ

0

i

RT
, whereµi is the chemical potential

of the species under the conditions of interest,µ0
i is the chemical potential of that species in the chosen standard

state,R is the gas constant andT is the absolute temperature.
2The symbols hereaR andaO are the chemical activity for reductant and the oxidant, respectively.ai = ΥiCi,

whereΥi is the activity coefficient of speciesi. Since activity coefficients tend to unity at low concentrationsCi,
activities are frequently replaced by simple concentrations [69].
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the electrode. The equation (2.7) can be written in a more general case1:

Eeq = E0′ +
RT

F
ln
C∗O
C∗R
= E0′ + 2.303

RT

F
log

C∗O
C∗R

, (2.8)

whereE0′ is the formal potential, andC∗ is the bulk concentration for the considered species.
At room temperature (25○C), the term 2.303 RT/F may be treated like a constant and replaced
by 59.2 mV for cells. The equilibrium potential of a reversible reaction is thus shifted with the
logarithm of the concentration of electrolyte in use as indicated by that value of 59.2 mV.

2.2.3 Current-overpotential equation

The content above section predicts the equilibrium potential of a reversible reaction. Moreover,
the potential of an electrode strongly affects the kineticsof reactions occurring on the surface.
This part of fundamental concepts is adapted from Ref. [58] to represent the relationship be-
tween the kinetic rate and electrode potential in a general electrode reaction, considering only
one electron transfer (cf. Eq. 2.3).

In electrochemistry, the physical variable overpotential, η (or ∆E), is used rather than the
electrode potential,E. Theoverpotentialis defined as

η = E −Eeq, (2.9)

whereEeq is the equilibrium potential of one reversible reaction. This is the extra voltage
which drives a Faradaic current. The constant of proportionality linking the cathodic reaction
(reduction) rate toCO(0, t) is the rate constantkc. The reaction rate for the cathodic process is

vc = kcCO(0, t). (2.10)

Since the cathodic reaction is a reduction, there is acathodic(reduction)current, Ic:

Ic = −FAvc = −FAkcCO(0, t). (2.11)

Likewise, we have a reaction rate of anodic reaction:

va = kaCR(0, t), (2.12)

and the anodic component to the total currentIa is:

Ia = FAva = FAkaCR(0, t). (2.13)

Thus, the net overall reaction current is

I = Ia + Ic = FA[kaCR(0, t) − kcCO(0, t)], (2.14)

1Standard conditions forE0 areT = 298 K, pH = 0 and unit activity. Non-standard conditions or conditions
where the activities of oxidized species and reduced species are affected by the medium, then formal potential is
used,E0

′

, which presents both the oxidized and the reduced species inunit concentration instead of unit activity
and depends on the nature of electrolytes in the solution.
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whereA is the electrode area in above equations.
The reaction rate constants can be written as a function of the standard heterogeneous rate

constant,k0 [cm sec−1], with a charge transfer coefficient,α:

kc = k0e−αf(E−E0
′

), (2.15)

ka = k0e(1−α)f(E−E0
′

); (2.16)

where the coefficientf = F /(RT ), formal potentialE0′ is the same as in Eq.2.8and the transfer
coefficient or symmetry factor,α, is a dimensionless parameter with values between 0 and 1,
and is often estimated to be 1/2 [58]. The transfer coefficient is a measure of the symmetry of the
energy barrier. This transfer coefficient has significance in the kinetic rate of an electrochemical
reaction.

By combining the equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) above, the current of the reaction may
be described by the complete current-potential characteristic:

I = FAk0[CR(0, t)e(1−α)f(E−E0
′

) −CO(0, t)e−αf(E−E0
′

)]. (2.17)

This equation is the basis for all accounts of heterogeneouselectrode kinetics. In view of the
equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.17), we can obtain

I = I0[CR(0, t)
C∗R

e(1−α)Fη/RT −
CO(0, t)
C∗O

e−αFη/RT ], (2.18)

with
I0 = FAk0(C∗O)1−α(C∗R)α,

whereI0 is theexchange currentin a dilute solution. This equation (2.18) is known as the
current-overpotential equation, with the first term describing the anodic component currentat
any overpotential, and the second showing the cathodic contribution.

The behavior predicted by Eq.2.18is depicted in Fig.2.7. The solid curve shows the actual
total current, which is the sum of the componentIa andIc shown as dashed traces. For a large
negative overpotential, the anodic component is negligible; hence the total current curve merges
with that forIc. At a large positive overpotential, the cathodic componentis negligible, and the
total current is essentially the same asIa. In going either direction fromEeq, the magnitude of
the current rises rapidly, since the exponential factors dominate the behavior.

However at extremeη, the current levels off. In these level overpotential regions, the current
is limited by mass transfer rather than heterogeneous kinetics. The exponential factors in Eq.
2.18are then moderated by the factorsCR(0, t)/C∗R andCO(0, t)/C∗O, which manifest the re-
actant supply. The feature oflimiting current, Il, is independent of the overpotential. Since the
experiments in this thesis do not approach the region of mass-transfer limit, the mass-transfer
effect is neglectable. The next few paragraphs with subtitle show approximate forms of the
current-overpotential equation in different cases, whichare relevant for the experiments below.

Exchange current

When an electrochemical cell is at equilibrium there is no net current (I = 0). From Eq.2.17
we then have, at zero current,

FAk0[CR(0, t)e(1−α)f(Eeq−E0
′

)] = FAk0[CO(0, t)e−αf(Eeq−E0
′

)]. (2.19)
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Figure 2.7: Current-overpotential curves for reactionO+e− ⇌ R with overpotentialη = E−Eeq.
The dashed lines show the anodic and cathodic current asIa andIc, respectively, whereCR =
CR(0, t)/C∗R andCO = CO(0, t)/C∗O in the figure. The limiting currentIl is due to the effect of
mass transfer.

Since equilibrium applies, the bulk concentration of O and Rare found also the same at the
surface, meansCO(0, t) = C∗O andCR(0, t) = C∗R; hence

ef(Eeq−E0
′

) = C
∗
O

C∗R
, (2.20)

which is simply an exponential form of the Nernst relation (see Eq.2.7).
Since the net current is zero at equilibrium, the system contains a cathodic current balanced

by an equal and opposite anodic current. The balanced faradaic current can be expressed in
terms of the exchange current,I0 in magnitude to either the component current,Ia or Ic. That is

I0 = Ia = −Ic = FAk0C∗Oe−αf(Eeq−E0
′

). (2.21)

Thus, the exchange current is:

I0 = FAk0(C∗O)1−α(C∗R)α. (2.22)

Often the exchange current is normalized to unit area to provide theexchange current density,
usually with the symbolj0 or jex, j0 = I0 /A. The exchange current density is the rate of
reaction at the reversible potential (when the overpotential is zero by definition, it is also called
equilibrium potential). At the reversible potential, the reaction is in equilibrium meaning that
the forward and reverse reactions progress are at the same rates. This rate is the exchange
current density.

No mass-transfer effects

If the solution is well stirred, or currents are kept so low that the surface concentrations (C(0,t))
do not differ appreciably from bulk values (C∗), then the current-overpotential equation (Eq.
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2.18) reduces to theButler-Volmer equation:

I = I0[e(1−α)Fη/RT − e−αFη/RT ]. (2.23)

The Butler-Volmer equation can be used to predict the current that results from an overpo-
tential when mass-transfer limitations are eliminated. Itdescribes how the electrical current on
an electrode depends on the electrode potential (precisely, overpotential), considering that both
a cathodic and an anodic reaction (or a reversible reaction)occur on the same electrode.

Linear Response

For small values ofx, the exponentialex can be approximated as1 + x; hence for a sufficiently
small overpotentialη, Eq. 2.23can be reexpressed as

I = I0Fη/RT, (2.24)

which shows that the net current is linearly related to the overpotential in a narrow potential
range nearEeq. The ratioη/I has units of resistance and is often called thecharge-transfer
resistance,Rct:

Rct = RT
FI0

. (2.25)

Tafel equation

For large values ofη, one of the bracketed terms in Eq.2.23becomes negligible. For example,
at large negative potentials, the Eq.2.23can be simplified as

I = −I0e−αFη/RT (2.26)

or

η = RT
αF

ln I0 −
RT

αF
ln ∣I ∣ = a + b × log ∣I ∣, (2.27)

whereb = 2.303RT /(αF ) is the so calledTafel slope. A graphic representation of log∣I ∣ vs. η
is known as aTafel plot. The value of Tafel slope is used in this thesis to determine the reaction
mechanism of hydrogen evolution reaction when studying thestrain-dependent catalysis.

2.2.4 Impact of strain on electrocapillarity

This subsection mainly follows the content of Ref. [70] to present the idea of how surface strain
takes a significant contribution into Gibbs free energy. A simple special case here is inspected
so as to highlight the essential physics. In Ref. [70,71] the detailed analysis of the mechanics
of electrodes starts from first principles and allows for general geometries and processes.

As illustrated in Fig.2.8, a patch of electrode surface is formed where a droplet of liquid
electrolyte wets a planar metal surface. The net free energyof the system (electrolyte plus metal)
may be decomposed into contributions from the bulk solid andliquid and from the various
interfaces. The excess free energy (or calledGibbs free energy), Gsl = γslA, is associated with
the (solid-liquid-) electrode surface of Lagrangian areaA and surface tensionγsl.
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2 Theoretical background

Specifically, the variation,δGsl, of that quantity is inspected when the physical surface area,
A, of the electrode is increased by the relative amountε while the electrode potential,E, is
held constant. The process under consideration achieves the variation ofA in the way of elastic
strain.
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Figure 2.8: Increase of the physical surface area,A, of an electrode by the elastic strain,e,
with relative amountε, while keeping the electrode potential constant. The electrode surface
is formed where a liquid droplet wets a solid metal. Circles represent atoms, red solid circles
denoting electrode surface atoms in contact with the liquid. Elastic strain of the metal (right side
of graphics) enhancesA by increasing the in-plane interatomic spacing fromrNN

0 to rNN
0 (1 +

ε/2), while leavingA and the number of surface atoms constant. The variation in excess Gibs
free energy here scales withf , the surface stress,δG = fA0ε. Adapted from Ref. [70].

The process under consideration (right-hand side of Fig.2.8) is an elastic strain,e, of the
electrode in the tangent plane, with the strain magnitudee = ε. This might be brought about by
mechanical force applied to the metal in study. The contact line is taken to remain stationary
in the Lagrangian frame, in other words, the line is displaced along with the surface atoms.
Here, the physical area is varied by the relative amountε while the number of surface atoms
as well as the Lagrangian area of the electrode remain a constant. The variation inGsl is then
entirely due to a change in the surface tension,δGsl = A0δγsl. The variation inγsl will not
generally vanish, since the strain changes the interatomicspacing between the metal atoms at
the electrode surface, thereby modifying the state of the surface. In fact, experiment as well as
ab initio computer simulation put the derivative,f = ∂γsl/∂e, of the surface tension of solids
with respect to the elastic straine, at a similar numerical magnitude as the surface tension
itself [72–75]. The quantityf is termed the surface stress. In terms off , we have here

δGsl = A0δγ
sl = A0

∂γsl

∂e
e = A0f

slε . (2.28)
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2.2 Fundamental equations

The relevant capillary parameter is here not the surface tension but rather its strain-derivative,
the surface stress. Specifically, the mechanical equilibrium of compliant electrodes is governed
by the surface stress and the excess free energy can depend onthe strain variable.

2.2.5 Thermodynamic Maxwell relation for electrocapillar ity

Consider a polarisable metal electrode in contact with electrolyte and impose a tangential strain
on the surface, so that the contribution on surface free energy density,ψ, of the electrode can
come from the strain and electrolyte.ψ can depend on the composition parameters through
the superficial excess,Γ, of the species in the elctrolyte [71]. TheΓ characterizes the adsorbate
population and thereby links the charge density,q, via dq = Σ−zFdΓ [32]. The Faraday constant
is denoted byF , andz labels the valency of ion. To summarize above, the surface free energy
density,ψ, depends, at the most, on tangential straine and superficial charge densityq, namely
ψ = ψ(e, q).

In continuum mechanics, one assumes that the body starts from an undeformed configura-
tion that is mapped into its deformed configuration in Lagrange coordinates. Surface free energy
density,ψ, as well as the superficial charge density,q, are defined as densities per area of the
surface in its undeformed state. A suitable strain variable, e, for use with isotropic surfaces is
the relative change in physical area,A, during the deformation:

e = δA/A. (2.29)

The state functionψ is related to the surface tension,γ, by a Legendre transform:γ(e,E) =
ψ(e, q) − qE, see details of the derivation in Ref. [51, 71]. In view of Eq. (2.28), the energy-
conjugate variables toe andq defined in this way are the scalar surface stress,f , and the elec-
trode potential,E. Thus, the total differential ofψ, at constant pressure condition, is then

dψ = fde +Edq. (2.30)

The parameter of interest, the potential-strain coefficient ςE, is a second derivative ofψ, namely

ςE = dE/de ∣q . (2.31)

At equilibrium, the Maxwell relation equatesςE to another coefficient, the derivative of the
surface stress with respect to the charge density. In other words,ςE = ςf [41–43,48,71], where

ςf = df/dq ∣e . (2.32)

In other words, the response of the electrode potential to elastic strain at constant charge density
(ςE) is numerically equal to the response of the surface stress to changes in the superficial charge
density at constant strain condition (ςf).

The electrode potential in electrolyte atpzccondition is closely related to electron work
function of metal surface in vacuum. Therefore,ςE also agrees with yet another fundamental
parameter, the work function-strain response, inab initio computation [37,38,40].

ςzc = dE

de
∣q=0= q−10 dW

de
∣q=0, (2.33)

whereq0 is the elementary charge andW is the work function.
The electrocapillary coupling coefficient,ς, can be precisely determined by experiment and

by numerical simulation. The experiemntal results ofςE obtained in this thesis could be sup-
ported in comparison with the pubished data ofςf andςzc by other techniques.
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2 Theoretical background

2.3 Hydrogen evolution reaction

2.3.1 Reaction steps

Electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on different electrode materials such as
Pt [76–81] and Au [35,82–85] has been studied extensively, since it is one of the most funda-
mental electrochemical reactions. Based on the previous reports [77–79,83,86–88], the possible
reaction steps in HER could be summarized in acid solution circumstances as following.

1) Underpotential deposition of hydrogen:

H+aq + e
− +Ms ⇌MHad,upd, (2.34)

whereMHad,upd is the adsorbed hydrogen ion through underpotential deposition (UPD) andMs

is the metal atom on the surface. The surface is modified by almost complete monolayer of
strongly bound UPD species.

2) Overpotential deposition of hydrogen. It is also calledVolmeror discharge reactionin
Eq. 2.35:

H+aq + e
− +Ms ⇌MHad,opd. (2.35)

The electro-adsorption of Hupd and Hopd occurs in two different potential ranges. It has
been found that monoatomic hydrogen reaction (2.34) can be generated on platinum electrode
at positive potentials to the thermodynamic equilibrium potential of HER, whearas overpotential
deposition (OPD) of hydrogen operates near the equilibriumpotential of HER.

It is thermodynamically not possible for UPD H to form H2 since the M-H bond energy is
higher than the 1/2 H2 bond [87, 89, 90]. The more weakly bonded, overpotential deposition
(OPD) of hydrogen can contribute as an adsorbed intermediate to the H2 evolution [77,87,90,
91].

The adsorption of Hupd is characteristic of Pt group metals only, while the adsorption of
Hopd takes place at all electrode materials at which H2 can be electrolytically generated [92].
Thus, the step (2.34) is negligible for gold electrode.

3) Indirect absorption of hydrogen,i.e. diffusion of adsorbed hydrogen into electrode bulk:

MHad +Mb ⇌MHab +Ms. (2.36)

MHab represents absorbed hydrogen andMb is the subsurface or bulk metal atoms.
4) Direct absorption of hydrogen:

H+aq + e
− +Mb ⇌MHab. (2.37)

Since gold and platinum in study are the metals being not ableto absorb hydrogen, reactions
(2.36) and (2.37) are neglectable here.

5) Tafelor combination reactionin Eq. 2.38:

MHad,opd +MHad,opd ⇌ H2 + 2Ms. (2.38)

6) Heyrowskyor ion+atom reactionin Eq. 2.39:

H+aq +MHad,opd + e
− ⇌ H2 +Ms. (2.39)
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2.3 Hydrogen evolution reaction

2.3.2 Reaction kinetics

As evident from the reactions, Volmer step occurs in series with other two steps, Heyrowsky step
or Tafel step, since MHad is the product in only Volmer step for gold and platinum electrodes.
Heyrowsky and Tafel steps are parallel to each other since H2 is one of the product in both of
the steps. Therefore, the HER path may be Volmer - Heyrowsky and Volmer - Tafel [78,93–95].

In serial steps, the step with the slowest rate controls the kinetics of the system. In parallel
steps, the fastest step controls the kinetics. Since the Volmer step of HER is taken to be fast, the
rate limiting step may be taken as the Heyrowsky reaction or Tafel reaction [76,82,96,97].

Classically, the trends for the mechanism are tested by analyzing current transients into
the HER. For platinum, the Tafel and Heyrowsky steps seem equally important and Tafel step
dominates at the low overpotential. Since hydrogen adsorption is not very strong for gold,
typically a Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism is relevant.

Since theis thesis will introduce the strain-dependent term into the reaction rate equations of
HER, three reaction rates of Eqs. (2.35), (2.38) and (2.39) are stated here. The expressions for
the reaction rates of each elementary step can be developed by applying the absolute reaction
rate theory [93–95]. Assuming Langmuir adsorption isotherm [58,59,61], the reaction rate of
the Volmer reaction is given by [93,94]

vv = kv 1 − θ

1 − θeq
exp
−α1Fη

RT
− k−v

θ

θeq
exp
(1 − α1)Fη

RT
; (2.40)

the reaction rate of the Heyrowsky reaction is given by [93,94]

vh = kh θ

θeq
exp
−α2Fη

RT
− k−h

1 − θ

1 − θeq
exp
(1 −α2)Fη

RT
; (2.41)

and the reaction rate of the Tafel reaction is [93,94]

vt = kt θ
2

θ2eq
− k−t

(1 − θ)2
(1 − θeq)2 , (2.42)

whereθ is the fractional surface coverage of adsorbed hydrogen,θeq is the hydrogen coverage
at equilibrium potential,F is the Faraday constant,R is the gas constant,T is the absolute
temperature andη is the net applied overpotential.α1 andα2 are symmetry factors for Volmer
and Heyrowsky reactions, respectively.ki is the rate constant of forward chemical reactions
(where subscripti = v, h, t stand for Volmer, Heyrowsky and Tafel steps) andk−i is the rate
constant for backward reactions.
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Chapter 3

Experimental procedure

The experimental setup of the dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis is described in this
chapter to detect and quantify the electrocapillary coupling parameters of interest. The setup
imposes a cyclic strain on the electrode surface, removes the limitation of open circuit condi-
tion and then includes the potential control to investigatethe potential-strain response,ςE, as
a function of the electrode potential. The experimental setup for measuring the current-strain
response, is established for the first time to directly studythe mechanical modulation catalysis
as well. This chapter illustrates the process of sample preparation first.

3.1 Sample preparation

Two types of physical vapor deposition, evaporation and sputtering, were used to prepare the
samples in this study1. The choice of polyimide film (Upilex-S) as the substrate of samples was
due to its outstanding mechanical and chemical resistance properties2 over a wide temperature
range up to 400○C [98].

Since the gold, platinum and palladium metals have been studied widely in the experiments
of measuring the electrocapillary parameters [14,15,43,48,100–103], the gold thin films were
prepared by evaporation deposition to validate the measurement strategies for measuring the
parameter of potential-strain response,ςE(E), in Chapter 4. Taking one step further to the
mechanical modulation of electrocatalysis, the gold and platinum metals prepared by the sput-
tering deposition were then chosen to investigate the impact of strain on the hydrogen evolution
reaction in Chapter 5.

Here it lists some advantages and disadvantages of each deposition method:
i.) Evaporation deposition

1The evaporation method was available at the Institute of Nanotechnology (INT), of the Karlsruher Institut
für Technologie (KIT). The sputtering method was preferred to use during studying at the Technische Universität
Hamburg-Harburg for its good performance. That is why two deposition methods were used in this thesis.

2The high tensile strength of Upilex-S allows to apply the high elastic strain on the samples. Upilex-S is in-
soluble in all organic solvents, and is sufficiently resistant to inorganic acid solutions. The advantages of these
chemical-resistance properties are thati.) it is easier to clean the substrate with organic solution prior to metal film
deposition, andii.) the substrate film is quite stable in acid solution environment during the DECMA experiments.
Upilex-S features low water absorption and hygroscopic expansion. This property of higher hydrophobicity, com-
paring with the traditional Kapton polyimide [98, 99], makes the deposition metal film stronger adhesion to the
substrate in the present experiments.
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3 Experimental procedure

Advantages: higher purity due to the lower pressure, less residual stress after deposition.
Disadvantages: poor step coverage, difficult to form alloy,lower throughput due to low

vacuum.
ii.) Sputtering deposition
Advantages: better step coverage, higher packing density,less radiation damage than e-

beam evaporation, easier to deposit alloys.
Disadvantages: some plasma damages, sample including implanted argon.

3.1.1 Evaporation deposition

Thermal evaporationis the vaporization of a material by electron beam heating toa temperature
such that the vapor pressure becomes appreciable and atoms or molecules are lost from the
surface in a vacuum. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig.3.1a). The high vacuum allows
vapor particles traveling directly to the substrate, wherethe particles condense back to the solid
state.
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Figure 3.1: The schematic diagram of two types of physical vapor deposition for samples prepa-
ration:a) evaporation andb) sputtering. The polyimide films (upilex-S) were used as substrate.

In Chapter 4, 20 nm thin gold films were thermally evaporated through a shadow mask onto
125µm thick Upilex-S polyimide substrates. Prior to the metal deposition, the substrates were
rinsed with ethanol and ultrapure water, dried in nitrogen atmosphere, subjected to argon plasma
etching for 5 minutes and then kept in 10−7 mbar vacuum for 12 hours. Then 1∼2 nm titanium
was deposited as an adhesion promoter, followed by vapor deposition of the Au electrode proper
at a deposition rate of 0.02 nm s−1. The deposited thickness of metal film was controlled by a
quartz microbalance. Thickness standard deviation was about 5%.

Before the electrochemical experiments, the electrodes with deposited metal film were an-
nealed at 250○C for one hour in a vacuum of 10−8 mbar and then cold down slowly to the room
temperature.

These electrodes were fabricated using facilities available at the Institute of Nanotechnology
(INT) of the Karlsruher Institut für Technologie (KIT) in the group of Prof. Dr. Schimmel.
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3.1 Sample preparation

3.1.2 Sputtering deposition

Sputtering depositionis a process where atoms are ejected from a solid target material due to
bombardment of the target by energetic particles and then deposits onto a substrate. A schematic
diagram is shown in Fig.3.1 b). Magnets are employed in sputtering sources to utilize strong
electric and magnetic fields to confine charged plasma particles close to the surface of the sputter
target. Two types of sputtering are classified based on the ways of power supply as [104]:

i.) DC sputtering: Sputtering can be achieved by applying large direct current (DC) voltages
to the target (cathode). A plasma discharge is established and the Ar ions (Ar+) are attracted to
the target. And then the Ar ions impact the target sputteringoff target atoms. In the DC sput-
tering method the target must be electrically conductive, otherwise the target surface charges up
with the collection of Ar ions and repel other Ar ions, halting the process.

ii.) RF sputtering: Radio Frequency (RF) sputtering allows the sputtering of targets that are
electrical insulators (e.g.SiO2). The target attracts Ar ions during one half of the cycle andelec-
trons during the other half cycle. The electrons are more mobile and build up a negative charge,
calledself bias, that aids in attracting the Ar ions which does the sputtering. RF Sputtering can
operate at lower Ar pressures, is easier to keep plasma goingand fewer gas collisions.

The working electrodes (WE) were 50 nm thin gold films and 50 nmplatinum films in Chap-
ter 5, by the sputtering deposition onto the polyimide substrates. Prior to the metal deposition,
the substrates were cleaned with the same processes as in theevaporation deposition, like rins-
ing with ethanol and ultrapure water, drying in argon atmosphere, subjecting to argon plasma
etching. Then 3∼ 5 nm thick titanium was deposited at 280 W sputtering power for 3 seconds as
an adhesion promoter by DC sputtering, followed by RF sputtering of the Au (or Pt) electrode
proper at 100 W power for 120 seconds in 7.9× 10−3 mbar vacuum and 99.995% Ar gas flowing
with the rate of 43 sccm (Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute) in the chamber. Thickness
standard deviation was about 10%.

The samples utilized in this thesis by the sputtering methodwere prepared using the facili-
ties (Sputtering machine Z550) at the Institute of Micro-System Technology of the Technische
Universität Hamburg-Harburg in the group of Prof. Dr. -Ing. Trieu.

3.1.3 Sample geometry

Upilex-S

Au

25 mm

10
mm

b)
Au

Upilex-S

25 mm

10
mm

a)

Figure 3.2: The schematic diagrams of samples geometry, Au metal thin films deposition on
Upilex-S substrates:a) disc shape layer with a homemade mask;b) full layer covering on
the top of the substrate. Yellow shadow shows the depositionmetal layer. The dashed line
represents the contact area between the metal and the electrolyte.

In the experiments of potential-strain response, constantcharge density in referential coor-
dinates was implemented by patterning the electrode so thatit occupied only a part of the wetted
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area of the polyimide film, see Fig.3.2 a). This geometry warranted that the entire electrode
surface was wetted at all times. In this way, the charge resided on the same referential area
(same atoms) irrespective of the strain.

During the experiments of hydrogen evolution reaction in Chapter 5, the product of H2 by
the high reaction current, invading the side face of cohesion layers, may lead to the decohesion
of the deposition metal layer from the polyimide substrate.A full deposition metal layer was
thus adopted to avoid this delamination, as shown in Fig.3.2b). Since the amplitude of cyclic
strain in this study is sufficiently small on the order of 10−4, the constant wetted referential
area is a good approximation. Moreover, the coupling coefficient for reactivity-strain strength
is independent on the area by measuring the relative variation of the Faraday current in Chapter
5.

Overall, the geometrical area of the working electrodes were 0.78± 0.15 cm2. Knowledge
of the area is useful in the interest of comparing the capacitance magnitude and the current
density in a cyclic voltammogram to that of published data. It is emphasized, however, that the
area is never a parameter in the experimental determinationof potential-strain response,ς, and
reactivity-strain strength,λ.

3.2 Sample characterization

3.2.1 X-ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on the electrode specimens using reflection mode.
Therefore, a Panalytical X’Pertθ−θ diffractometer was used in Bragg-Brentano geometry with
Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation and a position-sensitive solid-state detector.This technique is based
on observing the scattered intensity of an X-ray beam hitting a sample as a function of incident
and scattered angle.

3.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy

The scanning electron microscopes (SEM; LEO 1530) were operated at 15 kV for the surface
topography of samples. The value of working distance (WD) was 6 mm between the surface of
a specimen and the low portion of the lens.

3.2.3 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) technique, Multimode Nanoscope III (Veeco, Digital Instru-
ments) in a tapping mode, was used to characterize the surface topography of electrodes with
the lateral resolution in nanometer scale. The advantages of tapping mode are the elimination of
a large part of permanent shearing forces and the causing of less damage to the sample surface,
even with stiffer probes. The images were taken at a scan rateof 2 µm s−1 over scanned areas
of 1 µm × 1 µm in 512× 512 pixels.
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3.3 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis stage

3.3 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis stage

3.3.1 Mechanical setup

Figure3.3 illustrates the mechanical setup of the dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis,
for the dimensions see more detail in Ref. [53]. The working electrode was clamped between
a fixed and a mobile grip, the latter being cyclically displaced by a piezo-actuator. Buckling of
the electrode was prevented by a slight pretension,≲ 1% static tensile strain, which was deter-
mined by acquiring the imposed load on substrate through piezo-actuator. The thin metal film
was strongly adhered to the substrate without crack even under this slight pretension. Typical
displacement amplitudes were 10∼ 20µm, yielding the amplitude of cyclic strain in the order of
10−4. The entire mechanical and electrochemical equipments were enclosed in an O-ring sealed,
high vacuum type stainless steel, which was repeatedly evacuated and purged with high purity
(99.9999%) Ar gas and then sealed under Ar at atmospheric pressure during an experiment.

Pump
Piezo-
controller

Ar inlet

Figure 3.3: Photographs of the experimental setup. WE - working electrode, RE - reference
electrode, CE - counter electrode. Cyclic strain was generated by the piezo-system and corre-
sponding signal was recorded by means of an external lock-inamplifier.

3.3.2 Electrochemical system

The sample was mounted in a miniaturized mechanical testingstage, with metal side of the WE
facing down and contacting from below by a standing meniscus. The glass electrochemical cell
consisted of the main body and a counter electrode (CE) compartment, which was separated by
a channel. A schematic view is show in Fig.3.4. A gold (or platinum) wire was used as CE
while the Au (or Pt) electrode played the role of WE in measurements. The reference electrode
(RE), Ag/AgCl in 3.5 M KCl (World Precision Instruments), was separated from the main body
of the electrochemical cell by a Luggin capillary ending about 2 mm from the sample surface.
All potentials in this thesis were quotedversusthe standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), which
is positive by 197 mV compared to potentials measuredversusAg/AgCl in 3.5 M KCl [58].

The electrolytes used in all experiments were prepared fromH2SO4 or HClO4 (Suprapur,
Merck) and ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ cm, Sartorius), and then deaerated with 99.9999% Ar for
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1 hour. Prior to starting an experiment, all glassware was cleaned in pirani solution (5 volume
parts of concentrated H2SO4 + 1 part of 30% H2O2) for 24 hours and then rinsed thoroughly
with ultrapure water.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic views of the experimental setup represent general setup (left-hand side)
and blow-up of the electrode geometry (right-hand side). The electrochemical cell was made
from glass and had separate compartments for the WE and the CE. The RE was placed close to
the WE. The excitation signal from a lock-in amplifier was applied to piezo-controller system.
Then the grip displacement,l0 sin(ωt), was given from the sensor in piezo-actuator and used
as the reference signal in the amplifier. The amplifier outputwas the potential- or current-
modulation by the electrode deformation. A potentiostat controlled the potential on the WE.

3.3.3 Measurement electronics

A schematic view of the connection in the experimental setupis also shown in Fig.3.4. The
separate functions of measurement electronics are listed here for the DECMA setup in detail.

Potentiostat

A potentiostat (PGSTAT 302N, Metrohm AUTOLAB) was used equipping with linear scan
generator, staircase module for controlling the electrodepotential and an impedance module for
measuring the electrochemical impedance. In a traditionalcyclic voltammetry experiment, the
potential of the WE was scanned by the potentiostat in a fixed potential range with the two limit
values,E1 andE2, at a constant rate,v, as an example shown in Fig.3.5. The scanning starts
from any potential betweenE1 andE2 to positive direction, and when it reachesE2 the scan is
reversed toE1 till returning to the initial potential. The current response to this modulation of
electrode potential is recorded and then plotted as a function of varied potential, giving rise to a
so-calledcyclic voltammogram.

This thesis used two types of potential scan, linear scan andstaircase sweep, as shown in Fig.
3.5. The linear scan is quite good to record the capacitive current. Thus, the experiments used
the linear scan in Chapter 4 for measuring the coupling coefficient ςE in the capacitive region.
The staircase way is a particular format of cyclic voltammetry. In the staircase mode (Fig.
3.5 b), a potential step profile is applied to the electrochemical cell, and the current response
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3.3 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis stage

is measured at the end of each step. This allows to measure only the Faraday current, since
the capacitive current, which appears at the beginning of step, has a much higher decay rate.
Chapter 5 adopted this staircase mode to explore the strain-dependence of catalysis.
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Figure 3.5: The electrode potential,E, changingversustime, t, in a typical cyclic voltammo-
gram with different modes:a) linear scan; andb) staircase sweep.E1 andE2 denote the two
limit values. Scan ratev = 50 mV s−1.

Piezo-actuator system

In the DECMA setup, a cyclic elastic strain on the sample of interest was imposed by a piezo-
actuator (PI-840 Physical Instruments), which incorporated a displacement sensor. A sinusoidal
excitation signal of frequencyω from the function generator in a lock-in amplifier was applied
to the piezo-controller system. This sinusoidal signal drove the grip displacement in the closed-
loop control mode. The grip displacement,l0 sin(ωt), at any time was given from the sensor in
the piezo-actuator (with the capacitive strain gauge) and was used as the reference signal in the
lock-in amplifier.
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Figure 3.6: The actual amplitudes of axial strain are plotted as a function of frequency. Individ-
ual symbols refer to the different measurements of sample.
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The inertia of the grip system, along with heating-up of the piezo-actuator during fast strain
cycles, limits the accessible frequency range toω ≲ 100 Hz1. The amplitude of the elastic strain
applied to the sample is shown in Fig.3.6as a function of frequency. The axial strain is defined
here asδl/l0 with l0 the initial sample length. The actual axial strain decreases at higherω due
to the heat generation in dynamic operation, which is a restriction of the piezo-system.

This thesis utilized the strain frequencies of 20 Hz and 70 Hzin measurements, below 100
Hz, due to the precise and stable performance of the piezo-actuator.

Lock-in amplifier

The cyclic variation of potential or current in response to the strain cycles was detected by
means of a lock-in amplifier (SR 7270 Signal Recovery). The main function of the lock-in
amplifier was to separate the DC potential (or current) and the variation of potential (or current)
that induced by the cyclic strain.

The lock-in amplifier requires a signal with frequency,ω, or with period,T , as its reference
signal. The present DECMA setup puts the dynamic signal of grip displacement,l0 sin(ωt),
from the displacement sensor of the piezo-actuator as the reference signal. For a strain-induced
signal,S(t), the lock-in amplifier output for the in-phase (‘real part’)and out-of-phase (‘imag-
inary part’) amplitudes relative to the strain signal is

ŝ(t) =
√
2

T
∫

t

t−T
sin(ωτ + φ)S(τ)dτ (3.1)

with φ = 0 andπ/2 for the real and imaginary part, respectively. Since the strain is modulated
using sine function, the lock-in outputs need to be multiplied by

√
2, as shown in Eq. (3.1),

in order to obtain the amplitudes of potential- and current-modulation,Ê, Î. Both real and
imaginary parts of output signals were recorded then conjugate to the electrode potential during
in situcyclic voltammetry.

3.3.4 The sign of lock-in amplifier

The signal input of the amplifier was set for differential voltage mode operation (A-B). This
mode measured the difference in voltage between the port A and port B, shown in Fig.3.7.
The followed subsections describe the meaning of the sign oflock-in amplifier output which
represents the amplitude of strain modulated potential or current.

Potential-strain response

In the potential-strain response measurements, port A of the lock-in amplifier was connected
to the working electrode while port B was connected to the reference electrode, as shown in
Fig. 3.7a). The in-phase (‘real part’) amplitude of the amplifier output was the strain-induced
potential,Ê = VA − VB, whereVA andVB denote the voltage on the port A and on port B of
amplifier, respectively.

1The heat generation, or power loss, in piezo actuator in dynamic operation is a function of operating power
and frequency.cf. Ref. [105].
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3.3 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis stage

d dE e/ d dI e/

a) b)

Figure 3.7: The placement and connection of a lock-in amplifier for measuringa) potential-
strain response andb) current-strain response, respectively. SymbolsRD andRs denote the
resistances. Note that ‘A’ and ‘B’ are the two ports of the lock-in amplifier.

Positive value ofÊ means that the tensile strain shifts the potential more positive, namely
the parameterςE > 0. During an electrosorption process, the electrode potential reflects the
adsorption enthalpy, namelyE = −∆h/zF with the meaning ofE the electrode potential,∆h
the change of adsorption enthalpy,z the electron number andF the Faraday constant. Therefore,
the positive value ofςE implies that the tensile strain can decrease the adsorptionenthalpy of
the electrode (z > 0), thereby enhancing the reactivity of the electrode.

Current-strain response

In order to get the strain-induced current amplitude, a small value resistance,Rs, was in series to
the counter electrode, as shown in Fig.3.7b). The value of current variation,̂I, then converted
to the difference in voltage between ports of A and B, namelyÎ = (VA −VB)/Rs. Thus, the sign
of strain-induced variation relates to the difference of voltages (VA −VB). This thesis adopts the
current direction as the same definition in the potentiostat, in which the positive current (anodic
current) flows from the CE in the electrochemical cell to the potentiostat, or from port A to port
B, as shown in Fig.3.7b).

The positive output value of the lock-in amplifier,Î, means that the tensile strain induces
more anodic current for an electrochemical reaction. The tensile strain can thus enhance the
electrode reactivity by producing more reaction current while the DC reaction current is an
anodic current as well.

3.3.5 Amplitude of area strain

The grip displacement,δl, was measured by a factory-calibrated displacement sensorintegrated
into the piezo-actuator system. The calibration factor, 6.00± 0.2µm V−1, was also confirmed
using a mechanical gauge.

Hooke’s law, along with the solids for transverse elastic contraction, implies that the total
relative change in surface area - which is the state variablein the present theoretical framework
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3 Experimental procedure

- can be calculated using following expression:

ê = (1 − ν)δl
l0
, (3.2)

whereν denotes the Poisson ratio. In the data analysis, the valueν = 0.35 was used for poly-
imide [98,106]. Finally, the calculated amplitude of the area strain on the Upilex substrate was
∼ 2 ± 0.2× 10−4 at the frequency of 20 Hz, and 1.6± 0.2× 10−4 at the frequency of 70 Hz, in
the experiments of this thesis.

It is essential that the metal film deforms elastically and coherently with the substrate. This
condition was confirmed inE(e) during slow cycles [43]. Note also that the strain amplitude
in the experiment never exceeded 10−3. Thein situ magnetization and x-ray diffraction experi-
ments under load have established that the substrate deformation is precisely transferred to the
electrode up to the much larger strain amplitudes of 1% [107, 108]. This is further supported
by the signal reversibility and reproducibility in the present DECMA studies in Chapter 4 and
by the precise agreement of the electrocapillary coupling coefficients determined there with
independent results from surface stress measurements [48,109] and DFT [38].
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Chapter 4

Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical
analysis

This chapter detects and quantifies the electrocapillary coupling parameter of potential-strain
response,ςE, during a cyclic voltammetry. Firstly, the terminology is briefly established in a
theory section for discussing the present experiments of measuring the coupling parameter. The
measurement strategies, dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis (DECMA), are then veri-
fied by three independent experiments based on the theoretical analysis. The DECMA method
is applied generally to investigate the behaviors ofςE at different electrochemical conditions
(e.g., polarisable/nonpolarisable electrodes, different concentration of electrolytes, different no-
bel metals as well as different electrosorption processes).

4.1 Theory section

The present chapter starts out with introducing cyclic strain into a phenomenological description
of an electrode/electrolyte system. The phenomenologicaldescription of the coupling between
cyclic strain and electrode potential/current rests on thetheory below of the electrocapillarity
of an electrode surface at equilibrium. The phenomenological approach identifies the relevant
state variables yielding equilibrium condition.

4.1.1 Potential-strain response at equilibrium condition

Consider an experiment where the area strain,e, is varied cyclically with time,t:

e = ê sin(ωt) (4.1)

with frequencyω and amplitudêe. Consider further that the electrode is ideally polarisable (no
Faraday processes) and that open circuit conditions apply.The potential will then vary, in phase
with the strain, as

E = Ê sin(ωt) = ςEê sin(ωt) (4.2)

with amplitudeÊ. Therefore, the coupling parameterςE can be obtained as the ratio of the
amplitudes ofE ande, that is,ςE = Ê/ê (as the definition ofςE in Chapter 2).
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4 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis

As will become apparent below for an alternative experimental method of measuringςE, it
is also of interest to introduce a measure for the current-strain response. Let us also consider an
experiment wheree is cycled at constant potential and assume small strain and alinear charge-
strain relation. Thus the charge density will vary according to

δq = dq/de∣Eδe. (4.3)

This variation may be related toςE by means of the identitydX/dY ∣Z = −dX/dZ ∣Y dZ/dY ∣X
[110], for state variablesX, Y , Z. In the present charge-strain relation, this implies

dq/de∣E = −dq/dE∣edE/de∣q. (4.4)

Sincedq/dE∣e represents the capacity,c, we have

dq/de∣E = −ςEc. (4.5)

Therefore, the charge density at equilibrium varies as

q = −ςEcê sin(ωt), (4.6)

which implies that the net current density,j, varies, out of phase with the strain, as

j = dq/dt = ĵ cos(ωt) (4.7)

with
ĵ = −ςEcωê, (4.8)

or equivalently
I = dQ/dt = Î cos(ωt) (4.9)

with
Î = −ςECωê, (4.10)

whereI, Q andC represent net current, net charge and net capacitance of theelectrode, which
are accessible in the experiment even when the electrode area is not known. Let us define a
notation of current-strain response,Λ, at constant potential condition as

Λ = dI/de ∣E= Î/ê. (4.11)

Then a simple relation,Λ = −CωςE, shows that the current-strain response,Λ, takes a opposite
sign of parameterςE at equilibrium near the potential of zero charge (pzc).

4.1.2 Potential-strain response at finite frequency

In order to probe the potential-strain response in an experiment exploiting Eq. (4.2), it is re-
quired that Faradaic currents are sufficiently small so thatq = constant is a good approxima-
tion. This can typically be enforced by performing the experiment at a sufficiently large strain
frequency [43, 44]. Such high-frequency strain cycles can lead to a limited equilibration, for
instance due to the finite transport rate in the electrolyte or due to slow adsorption rates. This
leads to phase shifts in the potential- and /or current- response that require discussion.
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4.2 Samples and characterization

Let us again consider a cyclic strain,ê sin(ωt), as the same in Eq. (4.1). When the potential-
strain response is linear, the potential variation at constantq and finite frequency will be

E = ςEê sin(ωt − φ), (4.12)

with ςE here being an apparent potential-strain response parameter andφ a phase shift relative to
the cyclic strain. It is important to note the analogy to conventional electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). As in a conventional EIS experiment, potential variation and current varia-
tion are interrelated by the complex impedance,Z = Zre + iZim, wherei is imaginary unit. The
phase angle,ϕ, of this complex impedance is

tanϕ = Zim/Zre. (4.13)

The cyclic potential variation in a EIS experiment is imposed by the potentiostat, and the
impedanceZ describes the response of the cyclic current. Therefore, the strain-induced vari-
ation of cyclic potential, in the dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis, gives rise to a
responding cyclic current. This current variation signal is again phase-shifted relative to the
potential variation byϕ due to the electrochemical impedance. Since the amplitude of the
potential variation is here given bŷE = ςEê, a combination of the standard definition of the
impedance [58] and Eq. (4.10) implies that the current signal is then

I = Î cos(ωt − φ − ϕ) (4.14)

with
Î = −ςEê/∣Z∣. (4.15)

The current-response is again governed byZ. This implies that the functionZ(ω) can be mea-
sured by conventional impedance spectroscopy. Thus, the parameterςE can be measured alter-
natively by equation:

ςE = −Î ∣Z∣/ê = −Λ∣Z∣. (4.16)

In the part of current-strain response measurements in thischapter, the relation of Eq. (4.16)
was exploited for measuring the variation of strain-induced currentÎ in a DECMA experiment
and combining the signal with theZ value as determined by an impedance spectroscopy exper-
iment performed under nominally identical conditions, in order to determineςE in the potential
interval accessible to cyclic voltammetry. The experimental processes of interest are limited to
surfaces withe near zero, and therefore ignoring the strain-dependence ofςE here.

The subsequent sections display the description and validation of the measurement strategies
in detail. The characterization of samples is first discussed.

4.2 Samples and characterization

The working electrodes (WE) were 20 nm thin gold films by evaporation deposition with the
thermally annealled treatment. The scanning electron micrograph of gold electrode surface in
Fig. 4.1a) shows an equilibrated grain structure with polygonal crystallites several hundred nm
in size. This is also confirmed by the atomic force microscopy(AFM) image, shown in Fig.
4.1b), which displays the planar facets of 100∼ 200 nm in size. The AFM images were taken
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4 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis

at a scan rate of 2µm s−1 over randomly selected areas of electrode surfaces showinghighly
reproducible results. The root-mean-square height variation of the electrode surface was∼ 6± 2
nm. Moreover, the roughness factor, defined as the ratio between the real and projected surface
area, was estimated at∼ 1.04± 0.02 by the software (v700; NanoScope). All observations imply
that the surfaces of the gold electrode were quite smooth in the present study.

Figure 4.1: Electrode surface topology of Au electrodes with thermally annealing treatment.a)
Scanning electron micrograph.b) Atomic force microscopy image of 1µm × 1 µm area.

Figure4.2shows the crystallographic orientation of the as-preparedand annealed gold films
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement. The only reflection, appearing in theθ-θ X-ray
scans, corresponds to the (111) peak, and then indicates a strongly (111)-textured surface. The
intensity of the (111) peak of the annealed sample in theθ-θ scans is considerably larger. The
full width of the rocking curve, inserted graph in Fig.4.2, at half maximum (FWHM) is 11.47○

for the as-prepared electrode, whereas the value is 6.69○ for the annealed sample. The XRD
results imply that the gold electrode has better a preferentially 111-oriented texture after thermal
annealing, probably due to thermal stress/strain relaxation.
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Figure 4.2: X-ray diffraction characterization of Au electrodes. Main graph: intensityversus
scattering angle 2θ. Inserted graph: Rocking curve of intensityversusinclination angle for
the (111) reflection. The black curve is for the annealed Au electrode; the red one is for the
as-prepared sample.
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4.3 Measurement strategies and validation

Overview cyclic voltammograms (CVs) in 10 mMHClO4 in Fig. 4.3 are consistent with
clean gold surface [43, 111]. Most CVs in this chapter were at an unusually small scan rate
of 1 mV s−1 with linear potential scans module, so that even small Faraday currents showed
up prominently. It is emphasized that all results are compatible with clean electrolytes at low
oxygen concentration, in spite of the noticeable Faraday current.
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Figure 4.3: Cyclic voltammograms of current density,j, versuselectrode potential,E, of the
annealed gold electrode in 10 mMHClO4 and two different potential windows. Scan rates are
indicated in the figures.

4.3 Measurement strategies and validation

The task here is to separate the cyclic strain-induced potential variation and potential cycle dur-
ing a cyclic voltammetry. Typical CVs used linear potentialscans with a scan rate of 1 mV s−1,
a potential interval of 1 V, and a total cycle time of around 30minutes or 0.6 mHz. Strain cycles
with frequencies,ω, of up to 100 Hz - up to 5 orders of magnitude faster than the potential cycle
- were applied simultaneously. The amplitude of the strain-induced cyclic potential variation
was in the order of 0.1∼ 1 mV, much smaller than the potential range of the voltammogram. As
detailed in Chapter 3, a lock-in amplifier was used to separate such two signals. Implementation
of this scheme imposed two challenges: first, the potential variations on the two different time
scales and with two quite different amplitudes need to be separated. Second, a distinguishing
feature of cyclic voltammetry in potentiostatic mode is that the potentiostat controls the elec-
trode potential at each time to the respective setpoint. Thereby, the potentiostat compensates
and suppresses the effect that is to be measured.

Three different and independent strategies are explored now to take account of these issues
for measuring the parameterςE.

4.3.1 Current-strain response in potentiostatic mode

In this part of measurements, a conventional cyclic voltammogram is recorded while the elec-
trode is cyclically strained. Even atω = 100 Hz, the strain cycles are sufficiently slow for the
potentiostat to accurately compensate the strain-inducedpotential variation. This entails a cyclic
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4 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis

modulation of the current, which can either be directly recorded as a part of the voltammogram
or be analyzed in terms of amplitude and phase by the lock-in amplifier. The second alternative
was preferred in the present experiments, since the first requires a high sampling rate for the
current and leads to prohibitively large data sets.

The potential-strain coefficient can be determined from thecurrent amplitude according to
Eq. (4.16), provided that the impedance is also known. Moreover, the sign of the coefficientςE
is opposite to the modulation current. The ac-impedance measurements have therefore simulta-
neously performed and under identical conditions as the experiments with cyclic strain.

Figure4.4a) illustrates the experimental configuration for the current-strain response strat-
egy. A shunt resistance of known magnitude,RS = 46Ω, was inserted between the potentiostat
and the counter electrode, and the current amplitudeÎ was determined from the amplitude of the
potential drop overRS. By means of illustration a constant potential has been imposed and then
recording the time-dependence of strain, current, and electrode potential by an oscilloscope,
and Fig.4.4b) shows the results. It is readily seen thatE is held constant, in spite of the cyclic
strain. It is also seen that the current variation is excellently resolved, in spite of the small strain
amplitude. Phase shift of the current variation is observedrelative to the strain signal due to the
complex impedance, consistently with Eq. (4.14).
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Figure 4.4: Measurement strategy of current-strain response in potentiostatic mode. Parta) is
a schematics of the electronics setup, showing working, counter and reference electrodes (WE,
CE and RE), potentiostat as well as the shunt resistance ,RS. Partb) shows oscilloscope traces
of the relevant signals in the time (t) domain. Axis labeledE, I ande refers to variations in
electrode potential, electrode current and elastic strain, respectively.

4.3.2 Potential-strain response in potentiostatic mode

Here, the potential-strain response experiment is modifiedso thatςE can be measured directly,
without the need of separate current response and capacitance data. To this end, a delay re-
sistance,RD, is connected in series with the working electrode (shown inFig. 4.5 a) as the
function of low pass filter, ensuring that the strain cycles are approximately at constant charge.
This resistance adds to the uncompensated solution resistance,RU, which determines the po-
tential drop between the RE and WE [112]. The result is an increase in the time constant for the
potential control at the WE, preventing the potentiostat from compensating the potential varia-
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4.3 Measurement strategies and validation

tion due to the cyclic straining. As a consequence, the strain-induced potential variation can be
measured by a lock-in amplifier connected between the WE and RE in potentiostatic mode.

Figure4.5b) exemplifies the results fore(t), I(t), andE(t) at an arbitrary chosen potential
and confirms the suppression of cyclic current. This verifiesthat conditions of near constant
charge have been achieved, as required by the definition ofςE. At the same time, the potential
acquires an oscillation caused by cyclic strain of an electrode. A comparison of Fig.4.4b) and
Fig. 4.5 b) illustrates the difference between these two measurement strategies of this and the
previous sections, notably the switch between constant potential and constant charge conditions.
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Figure 4.5: Measurement strategy of potential-strain response in potentiostatic mode. Parta) is
the schematics of the electronics setup. Partb) shows oscilloscope traces of the relevant signals
in the time (t) domain.

Correction of electrode potential

I

RD

Epot Ewe

Figure 4.6: Simplified electrical circuit for measuringςE in potentiostatic mode.Epot andEwe

are the potential value at each port of the delay resistanceRD, respectively. The arrow indicates
the direction of current.

An external resistanceRD is connected in series with the WE, the different potential values
thereby display at two ports ofRD. The simplified circuit is shown in Fig.4.6. The relation can
be written as [113]:

Ewe = Epot − IRD, (4.17)

whereEpot is the value of electrode potential from the potentiostat,Ewe is the actual potential
on the WE andI is the net current. As will appear below, the experimental results show a
comparison of the graphs ofςE as the functions ofEwe as well asEpot in capacitive process and
electrosorption region.
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4 Dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis

4.3.3 Potential-strain response in galvanostatic mode

In galvanostatic mode, the current is controlled rather than the potential. For small current
values and fast mechanical cycling, each cycle represents aprocess at constant charge. Here,
the potential-strain response can be measured directly, without the need for the delay resistance,
RD. The drawback is the lack of control over the potential scan rate. This method is only briefly
touched, which provides an additional verification of procedures.

The lock-in amplifier was connected as the same as shown in Fig. 4.5a), but the resistance
RD was removed (shown in Fig.4.7 a)). Figure4.7 b) illustrates a galvanostatic cycle. The
current limits were between -3µA and 3µA with a current sweep rate of 0.1µA s−1 and the
corresponding potential value was observed in the range of 0V ∼ 0.9 V.
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Figure 4.7: Measurement strategy of potential-strain response in galvanostatic mode. Parta) is
the schematics of the electronics setup. Partb) shows the galvanostatic cycles by imposing the
current and recording the corresponding potential variation.

4.3.4 Experimental results of three strategies

The section here exhibits the obtained quantitatively consistent results in study. Unless other-
wise stated, the electrolyte was 10 mMHClO4, and the measurements used a strain frequency
of 20 Hz with a strain amplitude of̂e = 2 ± 0.2 × 10−4.

Current-strain response in potentiostatic mode

As mentioned above, in order to determineςE the amplitude of strain-induced currentÎ was
first measured in a DECMA experiment, and then combined with the impedance valueZ as
determined by an impedance spectroscopy experiment.

Figure4.8 summarizes the results of the present strategy, starting out with the voltammo-
gram and the apparent capacitance values. Both graphs show acapacitance maximum atE ≈
650 mV vs SHE. Figure4.8 c) shows the current-strain response,Λ, which is defined as the
amplitude,Î, of the current modulation normalized to the strain amplitude, ê. The graph ap-
pears similar to the capacitance curve, but a closer look reveals that the maximum ofΛ is at the
potential 590 mVvsSHE, 60 mV lower than the capacitance maximum. The similar deviation
in the potentials of the respective maxima was found in all experiments.
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Figure 4.8: DECMA-data based on current-strain response under potentiostatic control.a) A in
situ conventional cyclic voltammogram.b) Apparent differential capacitance, -1/(ωZIm). Also
plotted (right ordinate) is the magnitude,∣Z∣, of the impedance (red dashed line).c) Magnitude
of current-strain response,Λ = Î/ê. d) Potential-strain response computed via Eq. (4.16).
Electrolyte: 10 mM HClO4, potential sweep rate: 10 mV s−1, cyclic strain frequency: 20 Hz.
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By means of Eq. (4.16) along with∣Z∣ (Fig. 4.8 b), ςE can be determined from the current
modulation and the impedance magnitude. Since the current modulation graph exhibits a slight
hysteresis, the impedance data were measured during the positive as well as negative going
potential scans and the respective branches used with Eq. (4.16). The result, Fig.4.8d), shows
ςE negative valued in the entire potential range. For ease of comparison with the impedance and
current modulation data, the negative ofςE is plotted as the ordinate. Similar to the apparent
differential capacitance and current-strain response, the graph of -ςE also exhibits a maximum
peak. This feature is shifted to negativeE relative to the peaks in capacitance curve and, though
to a much lesser amount in current-strain response.

Potential-strain response in potentiostatic mode

By gradually increasingRD, it is found that the current oscillation associated with the cyclic
strain became negligible (cf. Fig. 4.5 b) atRD ≈ 50 kΩ. For a typical electrode capacitance
of C = 100µF (compare Fig.4.8 b) this yields time constants (τ = RC) of around 5 s, much
longer than the cycle time of the mechanical strain but much shorter than the time to complete a
sufficiently slow voltammogram. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy suggested a solution
resistance,RU, of 350Ω in these experiments. Even thoughRD ≫ RU, cyclic voltammograms
measured with and without the resistanceRD (Fig. 4.9a) exhibit only minor differences at the
small scan rates in question.
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Figure 4.9: Results of DECMA based on the potential-strain response under potentiostatic con-
trol in 10 mMHClO4. Scan rate: 1 mV s−1. a) Cyclic voltammograms made without (red solid
curve) and with (blue solid line) delay resistanceRD = 50 kΩ. b) Potential-strain response using
RD = 50 kΩ: the parameter -ςE as a function of the experimental potential from the potentiostat
(black dot curve with symbol◻); blue solid line is plotted a function of the corrected poten-
tial on the WE via Eq. (4.17); the data of chrono-amperometry are here measured at potential
setpoints of 0.3 V, 0.53 V, 0.75 V and 1 V (the green dots) with error bars (in black color).

Figure4.9b) shows the result ofςE obtained from the present strategy with and without the
potential correction of the WE via Eq. (4.17). A combination of Eq. (4.17) and Fig. 4.9 b)
illustrates the value ofEwe is approximate toEpot in capacitive regime, since currentI is quite
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small in the case of slow scan rate. The agreement with the results of Fig. 4.8 d) is apparent
in Fig. 4.9b) (the blue solid line). The slightly hysteresis on forwardand backward directions
found here may be understood as the consequence of anion adsorption.

The chrono-amperometry measurement1, at each potential setpoint (0.3 V, 0.53 V, 0.75 V
and 1.0 V) during 600 seconds with an interval time of 5 s, was used to ensure the accuracy
of ςE measured in potentiostatic mode. The error bar of measurement is less than 3 % and the
agreement of experimental data proofs the explored approach of measuringςE in potentiostatic
mode.

4.3.4.1 Potential-strain response in galvanostatic mode

This experiment was executed between the current limits−1 µA and 1µA with a current sweep
rate of 10 nA s−1 and with cyclic strain applied. The corresponding potential is in the range of
0.2 V ∼ 1 V. The magnitude of potential variation would be obtained by the lock-in amplifier
when imposing the strain excitation signal. Figure4.10showsςE measured in the present gal-
vanostatic mode. The result exhibits the direct observation of ςE behaviors to proof those two
experimental approaches above.
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Figure 4.10: Potential-strain response, -ςE, versuspotential,E, measured in galvanostatic mode.
Electrolyte is 10 mMHClO4.

4.3.5 Discussion

Figure 4.11 summarizes the results forςE(E) from the three independent approaches. It is
seen that the graphs agree, within narrow margins, throughout the entire potential range. It
indicates that these experiments provide valid data for thequantity of interest, the response of
the electrode potential to strain at constant (Lagrangian)superficial charge density.

1Chrono-amperometry (∆t > 0.1 s) is an electrochemical technique in which the potential of the working
electrode is stepped relative to the reference electrode and the considered signal is recorded as a function of time.
As the same strategy as potentiostatic mode (Fig.4.5), the variation of strain-induced potential is monitoredin situ
as a function of time at each controlled potential step withRD ≈ 50 kΩ.
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Figure 4.11: Results of potential-strain response,ςE, obtained by three methods: current-strain
response combining with impedance (▲ in black color); potentiostatic mode (− in olive color);
and galvanostatic mode (◻ in blue color). Note the excellent agreement.

4.3.5.1 Potential-strain response in galvanostatic mode

Here, current and strain are controlled and the potential variation is measured. Therefore, this
mode is most directly linked to the derivative in question, apotential variation with strain at con-
stant charge. However, the drawback is the weak connection to the established voltammogram
database, which is measured under conditions of controlledpotential, not controlled current.
Furthermore, the software of standard potentiostat systemdoes not allow itself to easy control
of the vertex potential in galvanostatic mode.

4.3.5.2 Current-strain response in potentiostatic mode

Here, the current in response to strain is measured, and a separate measurement of the interfacial
impedance is required to compute the potential-strain response by means of Eq. (4.16). This
strategy has the advantage of introducing a separate database (current modulation and capacity
as opposed to potential variation), making the verificationmore meaningful (e.g., the method
of current modulation can be applied to study the strain-induced Faraday current in a chemical
reaction). The drawbacks are twofold. First, there is a needfor separate impedance experi-
ment. Second, and more importantly, the impedance measurement is not always conveniently
done under identical conditions as the current modulation experiment. By using software (Fra
4.9, Metrohm), the potential is stepped and the impedance ismeasured at constant potential,
typically for a succession of frequencies. By contrast, conventional cyclic voltammetry as well
as current modulation data involves - at least approximately - a continuously varying poten-
tial. Therefore, whenever there is a hysteresis and/or scan-rate dependence in the electrode
processes, the impedance data will not be measured at the same state of the electrode as the
current modulation data. This difference is at odds with therequirements of Eq. (4.16).
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4.3.5.3 Potential-strain response in potentiostatic mode

This appears as the most practicable method, which will directly supply ςE based on a sin-
gle measurement. This measurement can be performed under identical conditions as a cyclic
voltammogram. The obvious advantage is that features inςE can directly be related to the
known features in the voltammogram. The need for a delay resistance appears as a drawback,
since features in the voltammogram will be shifted on the potential axis. However, after the
potential correction, the impact on the voltammogram can beminimized when the mechanical
cycling is fast and the potential scan rate is slow. In the present study, the delay resistance led
to insignificant changes in the voltammogram where there is capacitive regime.

4.4 Application of measurement strategy

4.4.1 Polarisable and nonpolarisable electrodes

The potential-strain response,ςE, was investigated in the potentiostatic mode using silver elec-
trodes as polarisable electrode (PE) and nonpolarisable electrode (NPE) conditions.

A 100 nm thick vapor-deposited Ag film and a silver wire were used as the working and
counter electrodes, respectively and the electrolyte consisted of 10 mM NaF as PE condition.
Figure4.12shows that the potential-strain response of Ag and Au near the open circuit potential,
Eoc, and under PE conditions vary in similar fashion with the frequency,ω, of the strain cycles.
In particular,ςE is indeed found negative for Ag, around -0.52± 0.05 V at largeω, and it was
also found thatEoc = 0.42± 0.02 V (vsSHE).
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Figure 4.12: Potential-strain response, dE/de, at different conditionsversusfrequency,ω, of
the strain cycles. Individual symbols refer to the responseof different samples of Au in 10 mM
HClO4 (Au PE, data from Ref. [43]), Ag in 10 mM NaF (Ag PE), and Ag in 10 mM AgNO3
(Ag NPE).

The experiment with the Ag electrode was also done under NPE conditions, using aqueous
10 mM AgNO3 + 0.1 M KNO3 as the electrolyte. Open circuit conditions were maintained at
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all times in order to prevent dissolution. The resultingςE values for the NPE (Fig.4.12) are
positive signed for the frequencies below∼ 10 Hz and negative above this frequency. TheςE
magnitudes never exceed 25 mV here.

4.4.2 Frequency dependence

Figure4.13shows the dependence ofςE for Au electrodes in 10 mMHClO4 on cyclic strain
frequency. In the higher frequency range (ω ≳ 3 Hz) the measurement here used the potential-
strain response method with the lock-in amplifier. The potential wasE1 = 547 mV, close to the
potential of maximum∣ςE∣, shown in Fig.4.11. At lower frequencies the data were recorded by
means of chrono-potentiometry under open circuit conditions after conditioning atE1. During
the measurement the potential here remained within few mV ofE1. The magnitude of the
(negative-valued)ςE increases slightly with increasing frequency, apparentlysaturating around
a value of -2 V at and beyond the strain frequency of 20 Hz.
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Figure 4.13: Potential-strain response, -ςE, in 10 mMHClO4 as the function of cyclic strain
frequency,ω. Potential value is 547 mV, close to the maximum in∣ςE∣ shown in Fig. 4.11.
Measurement ofςE uses chrono-potentiometry under open circuit conditions (○) or potential-
strain response using a lock-in amplifier (∎) with the error bar (black line).

4.4.3 Application to different electrolytes

Further dynamic electromechanical spectroscopy experiments studied identically prepared Au
electrodes but different electrolytes and different concentrations. Figure4.14summarizes re-
sults obtained with 1, 10 and 100 mM concentration solutionsof HClO4 as well asH2SO4. The
experiments here show a sample-to-sample reproducibilityin ςE of ∼ 5%. To further enhance
the comparability, all results for each of the two types of electrolytes were here obtained with
the identical sample, in sequence of increasing concentration.
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Figure 4.14: Results of dynamic electro-chemo-mechanicalanalysis of the gold surface mea-
sured inHClO4 (left column) andH2SO4 (right column). Top row: cyclic voltammograms
recordedin situ. Center row: apparent differential capacitance. Bottom row: response param-
eter, ςE, measured via potential-strain response under potentiostatic control. Potential sweep
rate: 1 mV s−1 in HClO4 and 5 mV s−1 in H2SO4; frequency for impedance and potential-strain
measurements, 20 Hz. Concentration ofHClO4 andH2SO4 depicted as: 1 mM - solid black
line, 10 mM - dashed red line, 100 mM - dashed blue dots.

It is seen that the graphs ofςE in HClO4 andH2SO4 in Fig. 4.14are quite similar. Their most
prominent feature is the maximum in∣ςE∣ . By averaging the potential,Emax, of the maximum
over the electrolytes with different molarities and over both scan directions it is found that
Emax = 532± 42 mV inHClO4 andEmax = 532± 40 mV inH2SO4. Thus, the position of the
maximum is independent of the electrolyte within narrow margins. Emax is invariably found
negative of the potential of maximum capacitance as read from the CV or from the impedance
data (665± 20 mV inHClO4 and 680± 20 mV inH2SO4).

It is also seen that all graphs exhibit shoulders at around 800 mV and an inversion in slope
at around 1000 mV. These features are also quite reproducible and independent of the elec-
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trolyte. The most notable difference between the results ofperchloric and sulfuric acid is the
concentration dependence: as the function of molarity, thescans inHClO4 exhibit a noticeable
variation in capacitance but practically no variation inςE. By contrast, scans inH2SO4 give
lesser capacitance variation yet a noticeable variation inςE.

4.4.4 Application to electrosorption processes

DECMA method of measuring potential-strain response,ςE, in the potentiostatic mode is ap-
plied into specific adsorption processes on different transition noble metals (Au, Pt and Pd).
The central differences here are the extension of the potential range in measurement to include
the regimes of hydrogen and oxygen species electrosorptionon the surfaces.
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Figure 4.15: Results of dynamic electro-chemo-mechanicalanalysis at the strain frequency of
20 Hz: Au electrode in 0.1 MH2SO4 (left column); Pt electrode in 0.5 MH2SO4 (middle
column) and Pd electrode in 0.01 MH2SO4 (right column). Top row: thein situcyclic voltam-
mograms. Bottom row: potential-strain response parameter, ςE, as a function of the corrected
electrode potential. The enlarged time on current scale, potential sweep rate and direction are
indicated in the figures. Note the curves in a) and b) are also plotted as the function of the
potential ofEpot (green dot lines) and ofEwe (black solid lines) for a comparison.

Figure4.15(left column) show the DECMA data of the potential-strain coupling coefficient
of the 111-textured polycrystal gold electrode in 0.1 MH2SO4. The in situ cyclic voltammo-
gram recorded during DECMA is used to determine the electrode processes.

The parameters of interest, current densityj in Fig. 4.15a) and potential-strain responseςE
in Fig. 4.15b), are plotted as the function of electrode potential, without (green dot lines) and
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with (black solid lines) the correction of potential by Eq. (4.17)1. The potential range becomes
smaller after the potential correction. More specifically,at the negative end of potential scan,
the potentiostat displays a value of -0.8 V on the potential axis whereas the accurate potential
on the gold electrode takes the value of -0.25 V. It is also seen that theςE exhibits an apparent
plateau at highly negative electrode potential values, which is an artifact of the uncompensated
solution resistance and which vanishes once the potential is corrected. The potential correction
on the working electrode is therefore necessary and has beendone to access the true potential
value in this thesis.

Now turn to the observation ofςE behavior. It varies significantly with the electrode process.
The negative sign is consistent with the previous section incapacitive regime. Figure4.15b)
implies that the amplitude ofςE decreases with the more Gibbs excess of ions on the surface.
The peak (E ≈ 1000 mV), appearing on thein situ cyclic voltammogram, corresponds to the
saturation of adsorbed anions SO2−

4 on the surface [114]. It is also seen thatςE exhibits an
inversion in slope at around 1000 mV.

Extending the scope to a wider potential range, and at the negative end of the potential scan,
ςE shows a positive-sign value of∼ +0.5 V during the hydrogen adsorption. At the positive
end of the potential scan,ςE keeps the negative-signed value in whole oxygen electrosorption
regime. The negative sign of oxygen species adsorption on the Au surface is in agreement with
computational data in Ref. [13].

Platinum electrode

The DECMA results of 111-textured polycrystal platinum electrode in 0.5 MH2SO4 are shown
in Fig. 4.15(middle column), with typical Pt-H underpotential deposition, capacitive process
and Pt-oxide regions.

The capacitive process is in a range ofE = 300∼ 750 mV, in whichςE has its maximum am-
plitude value with a negative sign. Figure4.15d) shows parabolic dependence on the electrode
potential as well, like the behavior of Au electrode. Further positive potential sweep aroundE
= 750 mV in Fig. 4.15d), the local minimum ofςE in amplitude may be due to the saturated
excess of anions (SO2−4 and HSO−4 ). At the onset of oxidation (E ≈ 900 mV), ∣ςE∣ has a local
extreme again and then starts to decrease until the sign ofςE changes from negative to positive.

In the backward sweep,ςE is positive valued in the regime of capacitive process on oxygen-
covered surface or oxidized Pt surface. At the onset of backward sweep, the amplitude ofςE
increases within a narrow potential range (∼ 50 mV). After that,ςE decreases linearly until the
electrode potential ofE = 1000 mV, and keeps a constant value within potential windowfrom
E = 1000 mV toE = 900 mV.

The oxidized surface is reduced andςE starts to change rapidly afterE = 900 mV, and with
a sign change atE ≈ 800 mV, then its amplitude reaches a maximum atE ≈ 550 mV. However
the amplitude ofςE does not reach the identical state as it was at the onset of oxidation since the
oxidized surface is not reduced completely. It is seen that the electrode reverts to clean surface
again around the potential of 300 mV. WhenE < 300 mV, in the hydrogen electrosorption pro-
cess, two peaks are exhibited corresponding to the underpotential deposition peaks, consistent
with the in situcyclic voltammogram shown in Fig.4.15c).

1The potential on the working electrode is affected by the presence of the delay resistance between the WE and
potentiostat. For detail about the correction of electrodepotential, see section 4.3.2.
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One maximum peek appears at the curve ofςE with a value of +0.85 V around the negative
end of the potential scan. That is also around the equilibrium potential of the hydrogen evolution
reaction (Eeq = 0 V vsSHE). The features of Fig.4.15for Pt metal are well compatible with
observations of the surface stress variation with charge density during porous metal dilatometry
experiments [32,101].

Shaded regions mark the potential regime where the technique is inappropriate since the
requirement of dominantly capacitive process is violated.There is not constant charge density
condition for measuringςE in the potential regime of hydrogen evolution reaction. Thehydrogen
evolution reaction will be focused to study in the next Chapter 5 for further understanding in
details (e.g., the relationship between this mysterious peak and frequency of cyclic strain).

Similar physical phenomenon is observed for the Pd electrode shown in Fig.4.15as Pt.

Palladium electrode

As another example for the application of DECMA, Fig.4.15e) and f) show thein situ cyclic
voltammogram as well as the data ofςE(E) for Pd in dilute sulfuric acid. The potential interval
here includes several electrode processes like Pt metal. Furthermore, it is seen that the values
of ςE(E) provide signatures of these processes.

At intermediate potentials, in the nominally capacitive regime of the voltammogram,ςE
exhibits a negative value at clean surface. In forward sweepdirection, anions (SO2−4 and HSO−4 )
adsorption at more positive potentials is accompanied by a decrease in∣ςE∣ and reach saturation
aroundE ≈ 700 mV. AroundE ≈ 800 mV,ςE has a local extreme again, which can be considered
as the onset of Pd oxidation. Then it starts to decrease its amplitude until the sign ofςE changes
from negative to positive. These features are also reproducible and similar as for the Pt metal
except the different electrode potentials at the electrodestates.

Since oxygen species are rather stable on the Pd surface, thenegative-going scan at positive
potentials involves dominantly capacitive processes on anoxygen-covered surface. Within this
pseudo-capacitive process,ςE has different features from the oxygen-covered Pt surfaces. In
backward scan direction, there is firstly a larger potentialrange (∼ 250 mV) for increasing the
magnitude ofςE than in the Pt situation. ThenςE decreases with a slow rate in the potentials
from E = 1100 mV toE = 700 mV without the performance of keeping the constant value
process like Pt metal.

As the potential is lower than 700 mV (the negative sweep), the electrode process on the
oxygen-covered surface converts from the pseudo-capacitive to the oxygen desorption. It is
distinguished by a sharp decreasing value in∣ςE∣, then the sign ofςE returns to negative. The
Pd surface becomes clean at the potential of 450 mV since the values ofςE are identical at
forward and backward scans. At larger and negative potential, hydrogen adsorbs on the surface
as well as absorbs into the bulk of Pd. This regime is again characterized by positive-valuedςE
with a value of +1.2 V at the negative end of the potential scan. The features of Fig.4.15f)
are well compatible with the observations of porous metal expansion and pseudomorphic layer
experiments [15,32].

The notable difference between the DECMA results of Pd and Ptmetals are the capacitive
processes on oxygen-covered surfaces. The graphs in Fig.4.15 d) and f) illustrate thatςE
exhibits more details for understanding the adsorption processes, which are not always apparent
from cyclic voltammograms.
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4.4.5 Discussion

Polarisable and nonpolarisable electrodes

In fact, the phenomenon of the strain-response of the electrode potential remains to this day
either obscure – such as the numerical magnitude ofςE(E) – or puzzling – such as the sign of
ςE(E) in the potential range near thepzc[43,52,115]. More specifically, the experimental re-
sults for gold electrodes as a polarisable electrode (PE) reported by Smetaninet al. [43] yielded
a potential-strain response ofςoc = -1.83 V at the open circuit potential, close to the potential
of zero charge for the Au electrode. However, the effect of mechanical stress on the potential
of the silver electrode has studied earlier by Horváthet al. [52]. They obtained the value of
potential-strain response,δEzc/δe = +1.0V, for Ag metal in aqueous AgNO3 solution.

For the different results in the above two experiments one reason is that two electrode ma-
terials are different, Ag in Ref. [52] and Au in Ref. [43]. Since the presence of Ag+ in solution
makes the Ag electrode a nonpolarisable electrode (NPE), one more reason is that - at least
nominally - the experiment in Ref. [52] is under NPE condition whereas the measurement in
Ref. [43] at PE condition. Even for the same material,ab initio investigation so far shows the
surface stress in response to charging,ςf = - 2.31 V, of (111) surfaces for Ag metal [40]. Thus,
the controversy, over the numerical magnitude and the sign of response near thepzc, comes
from the misunderstanding, which should originate in the use of nonpolarisable electrode.

The theory of Ref. [43] has admitted separate values for the respective response parameters,
dE/de∣q for the PE and dE/de∣µ for the NPE (q: surface charge density,µ: chemical potential
of the metal atom). Here, the comparative experiments with Ag electrodes clarified these issues
under PE as well as NPE conditions to investigate the individual feature of potential-strain
response. It thus provides a striking demonstration of the difference between the potential-
strain response of polarisable and nonpolarisable electrodes. When using Ag metal as NPE
in this study, the response value was positive signed for thefrequencies below∼ 10 Hz and
negative above this frequency. The response magnitude never exceeded 25 mV. While the Ag
electrode as PE system,ςoc was indeed found negative, around -0.52± 0.05 V at largeω. Open
circuit potential ,Eoc, was found at a potential of 0.42± 0.02 V vs SHE, which was around 1
V more negative than the potential of zero charge,Ezc. By applying Eq. (11) of Ref. [43],
ςoc = ςzc − (Eoc −Ezc), to the processes far fromEzc, it is concluded thatςzc may be as small as
-1.52 V, which magnitude is close to the result ofab initio computation with an agreement of
negative sign [40].

The impact of strain on the potential of zero charge (Ezc) of the PE dominates dE/de∣q. At
a nonpolarizable electrode, the exchange current density near equilibrium is large enough to
fix the electrode potential at the value given by the Nernst equation. The derivation dE/de∣µ
of the NPE then represents the strain-dependence of the Nernst potential. The two parameters
are thereby linked to variations of the chemical potential of the electron (PE) and of the metal
atom (NPE), respectively. The strain-dependence of the Nernst potential is zero when measured
at a NPE. The present experimental results show that the magnitude of dE/de∣µ for the NPE is
about two orders less than the magnitude of dE/de∣q for the PE condition, coinciding with the
prediction of theory in Ref. [43].

The present results confirm:i) the prediction thatςE of the NPE is small andii ) the specu-
lation thatςzc of Ag should be negative valued, similar to Au, which has since been supported
by recent computational data [40]. In regard to the large and positive value ofςE reported
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in Ref. [52] for Ag material under nominally NPE conditions, it can be presumed as the Ag
surfaces covered by an oxygen monolayer since the large and positive value ofςE for oxygen-
covered Pt surfaces has been observed [101]. The adsorbate might also reduce the exchange
current density, making the electrode effectively polarisable even with Ag ions in solution.

Frequency dependence

By inspection of Fig.4.13it is seen that the magnitude ofςE increases slightly withω, apparently
saturating at and above 20 Hz. The trend of∣ςE∣ increasing with increasing strain frequency
agrees with earlier reports in Ref. [43], which is also shown in Fig.4.12. There, the frequency
dependence could be modeled as the consequence of Faraday loss currents, which violate the
condition of constantq. The present data, however, vary much less withω than what was found
in the earlier work of Ref. [43]. The more stable behavior in the present experiments suggests a
suppression of Faraday currents, which may be understood asthe consequence of higher purity.

Different electrolytes

The experiments indicate that the graphs ofςE(E) in HClO4 andH2SO4 are in close agreement.
These graphs are also at most weakly dependent on the electrolyte concentration. The value of
ςE(E) at the extremum, -1.9± 0.2 V inHClO4, agrees with previously reported findings forςE
at the open circuit potential [43].

The graphs ofςE(E) of gold in the present work show identical sign in a wide potential
interval around thepzc. Several authors have reported a dependency of the value ofςE near
thepzc on an effective strength of adsorption. When this latter parameter was varied, either by
varying the ion [46] or the concentration [100], stronger adsorption was found to entail a smaller
magnitude ofςE. The observation has been linked to charge transfer betweenthe electrode
and the adsorbate and to the electrosorption valency [46,48]. The present observations do not
confirm that picture. The finding, thatςE is essentially independent of the ion and of the solution
concentration, appears to linkςE exclusively to the behavior of the metal surface.

The data also offer no apparent link between the potential dependence ofςE and simple
concepts of the double-layer behavior near thepzc. For instance, the potential of maximum∣ςE∣ is near the potential of maximum capacitance, but the offsetbetween the two potentials
appears significant, preventing explanations based on a one-to-one correlation betweenςE and
capacitance.

The most obvious empirical correlation to the known electrode processes is the good agree-
ment between the potential of maximum∣ςE∣,Emax, and the potential of zero charge,Ezc. Within
error bars, the value ofEmax agrees with thepzc of Au(111) inHClO4, 560 mV [116], and in
solutions containing SO2−4 , ∼500 mV [117]. Note that the electrocapillary maximum of the sur-
face tension is a forceful result of thermodynamics. By contrast, thermodynamics will neither
require nor rule out an extremum ofςE(E) near thepzc. More recently, Lafouresseet al. [50]
experimentally studied another parameter at Maxwell relation, coefficient of surface stress in
response to charge density (ςf), in a wide potential range within double layer. They obtained re-
sults of potential-dependentςf of Au metal in agreement with the present results here. However,
their experiments showed the value ofEmax was not exact atEzc. Further experimental and
theoretical analysis are therefore required to understandin detail. Yet, if the finding, linking the
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Emax andEzc, was confirmed, and if the controlling role of the metal in thesurface potential-
strain response was taken at face value, then the extremum ofςE(E) would provide a useful
probe of thepzc of gold, which could be applied in general in electrochemical studies.

Irrespective of the above issue, an interpretation ofςE(E) as a signature of the metal surface
imposes the question of the origin of the dependency on potential or superficial charge density.
One might speculate about band-filling by the excess charge,and in fact the issue would seem
to be open to investigation byab initio density functional theory approaches such as those of
Refs. [37–40,118].

Electrosorption processes

Measurement of the potential variation with strain,ςE, was first reported in early work by
Gokhshtein [41] (summarized by Valincious in Ref. [42]), who proposed the estance method
as a technique for measuringςE. The results of DECMA-data ofςE of Pt metal under the present
study are decomposed into two curves of forward and backwardscans, respectively, so as to
compare with the earlier results published by Gokhshtein, shown in Fig.4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental verification by a comparison of DECMA and estance methods. Top
graphsa,b): present DECMA results of Pt surface in argon-purged 0.5 MH2SO4. Bottom
graphsc,d): curves taken from Ref. [41] by Gokhshtein’s estance method. Arrow indicates scan
direction for forward and reverse curves ofςE. Marks “+” and “-” indicate the sign ofςE in the
respective regions of the graph. Representation of presentdata has been adapted to compare the
features of the reference data:a,c) negative andb,d) positive sweeps.
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A comparison of DECMA and estance methods illustrates the agreement of major features in
both scan directions. Yet, the absolute values ofςE by DECMA are here smaller than the results
of estance method [41]. These values in different electrode processes by DECMA method will
now be discussed in relation to the literature.

The parameterςE here is quantified -0.8± 0.1 V by DECMA for clean surfaces of Pt elec-
trodes nearpzc. The value here is consistent with the earlier published data, which show the
parameterςf , surface stressversuscharge density, of -1.0± 0.1 V [101]. Moreover, DECMA
observations conclude thatςE for hydrogen adsorption is positive valued with a lower bound of
+1.2 ± 0.2 V on Pd and of +0.9± 0.2 V on Pt. The findings ofςE are consistent with posi-
tive value +1.7± 0.3 V in experiments for Pd [32,102,103] and +1.5± 0.1 V for Pt [32,101]
for hydrogen electrosorption. In the present DECMA experiments ofςE, the metal electrodes
typically worked under study with the surfaces, which were not perfectly single crystals. They
contained defects such as step edges and terraces. The difference in magnitude in comparison
with literature may be as a result of the surface roughness. Irrespective of the above issue, the
present measurement of DECMA is thus a convenient and precise tool of quantifyingςE(E).

An alternative method to investigate the parameterςE is the strained monolayers by epitaxy
to different substrate crystals as in Ref. [15], in which the value ofςE was calculated in Ref. [32]
showing +1.4± 0.2 V for hydrogen desorption on Pd surface. The agreement ofς from two ap-
proaches demonstrates cyclic and misfit strain displaying the same electrochemical processes.
Moreover, the trend observed in the data of Ref. [15] for hydrogen electrosorption on pseudo-
morphic layers is in fact dominated by the response of adsorption potential to strain. In other
words, the present experiment supports the finding, the impact of change in interatomic spac-
ing on the reactivity, that has been predicted on theoretical analysis [25–28], For using cyclic
strain method (DECMA), one of the advantages is quite convenient to study the strain effect
for continuous change of electrode potential during cyclicvoltammetry. It can also avoid the
challenging steps of preparing the pseudomorphic layers and measuring their precise strain.

By the DECMA technique, the parameter of potential-strain response of interest for all
active electrosorption processes can be detected and quantified within one measurement. The
present findings ofςE exhibit that the different signs ofςE in different electrode states for Au,
Pd and Pt transition nobel metals. At clean metal surfaces, the sign ofςE stays negative within
capacitive regime. The parameterςE changes its sign during oxygen species adsorption on Pt
and Pd electrodes. However, no sign inversion has been seen in the present experiments during
the whole potential range of oxygen adsorption on Au. This observation relates to the formation
of an oxide monolayer on Pd and Pt but not on Au. One of the reasons is that the Au metal is not
so active as Pd and Pt materials to oxidize. In other words, the oxidized rate of Au is quite slow
than the cyclic strain. As one example to support this view, Jin et al. [119] found that positive
sign of ςf in capacitive processes using nanoporous gold material formed with a monolayer of
strongly adsorbed oxygen.

Pseudo-capacitive processes during negative-going scanswith the oxygen-covered surface
exhibit positiveςE, while pseudo-capacitive processes on the nominally cleansurface have neg-
ative ςE. For all metals in study (Au, Pt and Pd), theςE values are positive during hydrogen
adsorption at surfaces. In fact, quantifiable measurement of ςE during hydrogen adsorption on
gold surfaces have not been reported so far, even the sign. These experiments therefore imply
the same trend, enrichment for tensile strain, for adsorption of hydrogen as well as oxygen.
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4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has successfully established the strategies for measuring the coupling parameter
of electrode potential and elastic strain,ςE, at constant superficial charge density condition.
The parameterςE can be detected and quantified during a traditional cyclic voltammetry by
removing the restriction of open circuit condition and imposing a cyclic strain control. The
strategies successfully separate the cyclic variation of potential/current from the voltammogram
proper.

The strategies have been validated by three independent different experimental methods in
this chapter. When applied to gold electrodes in weakly adsorbing electrolytes, 10 mMHClO4,
all three strategies provided consistent results forςE. This prefect agreement of data, from the
strategies with narrow margins throughout the entire potential range in study, gave a strong
indication that the experiments provided valid data for theelectrocapillary parameterςE. The
first finding is thatςE is strongly dependent on electrode state, in other words, this parameter is
a function of electrode potential, namelyςE = ςE(E). The second finding ofςE is that its sign
is always negative in the capacitive (or pseudo-capacitive) process at clean gold surfaces. The
third finding is thatςE(E) has an extremum value, -1.9±0.2 V in 10 mMHClO4, in agreement
with previously published data forςE near the potential of zero charge.

The agreement of the various methods validated the analysisof the underlying science and
showed that the developed method, dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical analysis (DECMA), can
be used as a tool for characterizing electrode processes. The DECMA method for measuring
ςE(E) was thus applied to study different electrochemical systems.

The polarisable electrodes (PE) and nonpolarisable electrodes (NPE) were investigated as
well to clarify the confusion of different behavior of potential-strain response. At a nonpo-
larizable electrode, the exchange current density near equilibrium was large enough to fix the
electrode potential at the value given by the Nernst equation. The derivation dE/de∣µ of the
NPE then represents the strain-dependence of the Nernst potential while the impact of strain on
the potential of zero charge of the PE dominated dE/de∣q. The two parameters were thereby
linked to variations of the chemical potential of the electron (PE) and of the metal atom (NPE),
respectively. Experimental results showed that the magnitude of dE/de∣µ for the NPE was about
two orders less than the magnitude of dE/de∣q for the PE condition. The dE/de∣q for the PE
condition showed a really negative-signed value whereas positive-signed dE/de∣µ for the NPE
at low strain frequency.

As a case-study the DECMA method has been applied to gold electrodes inHClO4 and
H2SO4 of different concentrations. The most obvious observationwas a peak in the magnitude
of ςE(E) at a potential which coincided with thepzc. Furthermore, the experimental graphs
of ςE(E) were at best weakly dependent on the nature of the electrolyte, suggesting that the
experiment probed the signature of electronic processes inthe metal surface.

The DECMA measurement was applied further to the electrosorption processes on different
surfaces of noble metals (Au, Pt and Pd). The results ofςE showed several changes of the sign
during the different electrode processes. It was found thatthe ςE value was positive during
hydrogen adsorption for three metals in study. Contrary to Au, ςE changed its sign during
oxygen adsorption for Pd and Pt metals. This observation related to the formation of an oxide
monolayer on Pd and Pt but not on Au. Since the electrode potential measured the adsorption
enthalpy in the hydrogen or oxygen adsorption, no zero valueof parameterςE implied that the
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strain affected significantly the adsorption enthalpy. Thestudy of strain-dependent enthalpies
will be continued in the subsequent chapter.

Besides the successful database of potential-strain response, another important coefficient,
the response of electrode current to strain at constant potential condition, has been also deter-
mined, which can be applied directly to study the strain-dependence of Faradaic current in an
electrochemical reaction. The study in Chapter 5 will focuson the impact of surface strain
on the catalytic activity by the strain-dependent adsorption enthalpy and the strain-dependent
activation enthalpy.
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Chapter 5

Mechanically modulated
electrocatalysis

This chapter explores the focus of research of how the catalytic activity is affected by the surface
strain, focusing on the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on gold and platinum electrodes in
H2SO4 solution as a model process. The kinetic rate equations for Heyrowsky and Tafel steps
of the HER are introduced firstly to allow the strain-dependence of the hydrogen adsorption
enthalpy as well as the barrier energy. In the experiments, the modulation of reaction current
can be precisely detectedin situ by a modified DECMA while a small cyclic elastic strain is
imposed on the electrode material.

5.1 Theory section

5.1.1 Modulation of reaction current at constant potential

The task here is to analyze the modulation of the reaction current in response to the cyclic
strain at constant potential condition. This requires a distinction between capacitive or pseudo-
capacitive processes (where charge is stored in the outer orinner Helmholtz layers) on the one
hand and Faraday reactions (where charge is transported to or from the electrode by the products
of a catalytic reaction) on the other.

Considering a cyclic strain,e = ê sin(ωt) as the same as in Eq. (4.1), on polarizable elec-
trodes, the experiment of pseudo-capacitive behavior nearequilibrium has been explored in
Chapter 4, with either the charge density or the electrode potential held at constant value, re-
spectively, in the potential- or current- modulation:

E = ςê sin(ωt) (constant q) , (5.1)

j = −ςcωê cos(ωt) (constantE) . (5.2)

The DECMA experiments in previous chapter have verified thatthe electrocapillary coupling
parameter,ς1, can be consistently measured by each of the two experimental approaches.

1Since the parameter of surface stress-charge response is not involved in this chapter, the notation of potential-
strain response,ςE shown in Chapter 4, is replaced by simpleς .
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5 Mechanically modulated electrocatalysis

We now turn to non-equilibrium processes and start out by assuming that the specific charge
densityq remains well-defined there. The net current density,j (current per area), can then be
decomposed into pseudo-capacitive (jpc = dq/dt) and Faraday (jF) current contributions. The
interest in this thesis is in processes where potential and/or strain vary, and it is assumed that
the transitions, in whichjF takes on the new steady-state value for the current values ofE and
e, occur much faster than the potential- or strain cycles1. Then,j satisfies

j = dq/dt + jF(E,e) . (5.3)

The expressionjF = jF(E,e) is the constitutive assumption for the Faraday current. With
attention to small strain, as in a DECMA experiment, the expression can be expanded to first
order asjF(E,e) = jF0 (E) + ιe, with

ι = djF/de∣E (5.4)

a current-strain coupling coefficient. As will become apparent below, it is also of interest to
introduce an alternative measure for the current-strain coupling in the form of the coefficientλ,
defined as

λ = RT
F

1

jF
djF

de
∣E . (5.5)

This parameter measures the relative variation (variationof ln jF) of the Faraday current.
The notation introduced so far can be written

j = jF0 − ςcωê cos(ωt) + ιê sin(ωt) (5.6)

for the modulated current during strain cycles at constant potential condition. The first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6) is the Faraday current ate = 0, the second term originates
from pseudo-capacitive processes as in Chapter 4, and the third term is the modulated Faraday
current of interest in this chapter.

With attention to DECMA experiments at small strain (in the present work,̂e ≈ 2× 10−4) all
materials parameters in Eq. (5.6) are taken as evaluated ate = 0 and this thesis focuses on their
potential-dependence alone. Thus,c = c(E), ς = ς(E), ι = ι(E), andλ = λ(E).

Equation (5.6) suggests characteristic signatures of the pseudo-capacitive and the Faraday
processes which afford their separation in experiment: thepseudo-capacitive modulated current
is phase-shifted by 90○ relative to the strain signal, whereas the modulated Faraday current is in
phase of strain. Furthermore, the modulated pseudo-capacitive current scales with the frequency
of strain, whereas the modulated Faraday current is invariant during frequency change.

5.1.2 Kinetic rate equation of hydrogen evolution reaction

A rate equation is introduced in this section. With attention to the hydrogen evolution reac-
tion (HER) on Au, it is assumed that the rate-controlling step may be taken as the ion+atom

1Potential relaxation experiments on Au in acidic solution indicate that the hydrogen coverage follows potential
jumps in the HER regime with a characteristic transition time constant,τ , of ∼ 1ms [120]. This is much faster
than the strain cycles of our experiments at frequencies≤ 70 Hz, thereby justifying the assumption of quasi-
instantaneous equilibration.
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5.1 Theory section

(Heyrowsky) reaction,H+aq +Had + e− ⇌ H2 [96,97]. The discharge (Volmer) step of hydrogen
evolution reaction,H+aq + e− ⇌ Had, is taken to be fast. Consistent with that assumption, the
coverageθ with hydrogen at any given value of the electrode potential is assumed to take on the
equilibrium value consistent with the appropriate adsorption isotherm. Based on these assump-
tions, Parsons [93] has given a rate equation for the reaction kinetics as in Chapter 2, and the
resulting Faraday current can be written in the form (see, for instance, Ref. [121])

jF = jex { 1 − θ
1 − θeq exp (

(1 − α)F∆E
RT

) − θ

θeq
exp(−αF∆E

RT
)} . (5.7)

The symbols have the following meaning:∆E - overpotential relative to the equilibrium po-
tential of the HER,F - Faraday constant,R - gas constant,T - temperature,α - symmetry
parameter,θ - coverage, defined as the fraction of occupied adsorption sites,θeq - coverage at
the equilibrium potential of the HER. The exchange current density,jex, obeys

jex = const. exp (−∆hex
RT
) , (5.8)

where the activation enthalpy∆hex relates to the energy barrier for the combination of proton
and adsorbed hydrogen, which can be defined as indicated in Fig. 5.1. The two summands in the
curly bracket of Eq. (5.7) represent the backward and forward reaction rates, consistent with the
notion that the forward HER step consumes adsorbed H (scaling with θ) whereas the backward
step inserts H into vacancies of the adsorbate phase (scaling with 1 − θ). The denominators,
which depend onθeq, may be viewed as normalization factors that assert the principle of detailed
balance at∆E = 0. The exponentials account for the fact that the overpotential acts to shift the
energies of the initial and final states, relative to each other, by the amountF∆E.

½

en
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py

reaction coordinate

−+ ++ eHH aqad

�������

� 2H½

∆∆∆∆hex - F ςςςςex e0

∆∆∆∆had - F ςςςςad e0

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of enthalpy terms in the rate-equation for the Heyrowsky
reaction with symmetry factorα = 1/2. The small straine is taken to affect the values of the
adsorption enthalpy∆had and of the barrier height∆hex through the coupling parametersςad

andςex, respectively.

The implications of Eq. (5.7) for the kinetics can be inspected for the idealized case where
the adsorbate may be described as an ideal solution on a lattice with a fixed number of sites,
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5 Mechanically modulated electrocatalysis

neglecting the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction energy. The coverage then follows the Langmuir
isotherm, which can be represented by the function [94,122]

θL = (1 + exp ∆gad + F∆E
RT

)
−1

, (5.9)

with
∆gad = ∆had − T∆sad0 , (5.10)

the free energy of adsorption. All molar quantities are per mole of H. The adsorption enthalpy
∆had represents the change in molar enthalpy for the reaction ½Hgas

2 → Had (see Fig.5.1), and
∆sad0 refers to the corresponding entropy change, accounting forthe entropies in the gas and
for a θ-independent vibrational entropy of the adsorbed H, but excluding the configurational
entropy of the adsorbate phase.

Figure5.2is a schematic display of selected quantities of the model, showing the Langmuir
isotherm in part a). The potential of electrosorption,Ead, marks the transition between low and
high adsorbate coverage. Figure5.2 b) shows a schematic Tafel plot for the HER as modeled
by Eq. (5.7). It is noteworthy that the “Tafel slope”,dE/d ln jF, changes atEad.

5.1.3 Impact of strain on reaction rate equation

The impact of strain on the reaction kinetics is inspected now as embodied in Eq. (5.7). The
coupling coefficientsι andλ are used as a measure for the strain-dependence and the values
of coefficients are governed by the strain-derivative of therate equation. The termsF∆E in
the kernels of the exponentials in Eq. (5.7) represent the driving force for the reaction. This
driving force is independent of the strain of the electrode,since the reactants and products are
in solution. However, the established strain-dependence of the adsorption and barrier energies
requires that the coverage termsθ andθeq and the exchange current densityjex are allowed
to depend on the strain. Denoting the respective strain-derivatives byθ′, θ′eq andjex′, one can
express the strain-derivative of Eq. (5.7) by

ι =jex′ { 1 − θ
1 − θeq exp(

(1 −α)F∆E
RT

) − θ

θeq
exp (−αF∆E

RT
)}

+ jex {(1 − θ)θ′eq − (1 − θeq)θ′(1 − θeq)2 exp ((1 − α)F∆E
RT

) − θθ′eq + θeqθ′
θ2eq

exp(−αF∆E
RT

)} .
(5.11)

Besides the strain-dependent exchange current density, the termsθ′ andθ′eq in this equation em-
phasize that the coupling of reactivity to strain is formally linked to variations of the coverages
not only at potential (θ′) but also at equilibrium (θ′eq).

The implications of the strain-dependent terms in Eq. (5.11) may be inspected in more de-
tail when the strain-dependent energies - as suggested by theory and experiment - are explicitly
introduced. Specifically, here the impact of strain on the reaction kinetics is taken to be medi-
ated by two factors, namelyi) a strain-dependence of the activation enthalpy for the ion+atom
reaction step, andii ) an independent strain-dependence of the hydrogen adsorption enthalpy.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of variation, as the function of overpotential,∆E, of
quantities relevant for the discussion of Heyrowsky reaction kinetics: a.) surface hydrogen
coverage,θ. b.) Tafel plot of current density,jF on logarithmic scale. Note change in Tafel
slope (as indicated by labels, here for symmetry factorα = 1/2) at the potential,Ead, of hydrogen
electrosorption.c.) current-strain response,ι, also on logarithmic scale.d.) current-strain
coupling coefficient,λ. A jump in λ by the amountςad concurs with the transition between
dilute (θ ≪ 1) and concentrated (θ ≈ 1) hydrogen adsorbate population atEad. ςad and ςex

measure the strain-dependence of the H adsorption enthalpyand the activation barrier energy,
respectively. The graph ofλ(E) also depends on the strength of adsorption, see main text and
Table5.1. Marks “+” and “-” indicate the sign of parametersjF andι in the respective regions
of the graph.
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5 Mechanically modulated electrocatalysis

It is advantageous to define, for the two enthalpies in question, response parametersςad and
ςex, so that they correspond to the potential-strain response in certain limiting cases. This is
achieved by expressing the strain response through Ref. [32], ignoring the impact of strain on
the vibrational entropy:

∆had = ∆had0 − Fςade , (5.12)

∆hex = ∆hex0 − Fςexe . (5.13)

The strain-dependence of∆had propagates into a strain-dependence of the coverage at equi-
librium, and for the Langmuir isotherm specificallyθ = θL(E,e). With attention to Eq. (5.11)
it is important to note that the strain-dependence needs to be carried through to the coverage
at the equilibrium potential. Otherwise, the principle of detailed balance would be violated for
the strained surface and the reaction current at equilibrium deviate from zero. Thus, we have
θeq = θL(Eeq, e).

Equation (5.11) can be drastically simplified by exploiting the assumptions introduced above
concerning the adsorption isotherm and the strain-dependent enthalpies. Equations (5.9) and
(5.12) for the isotherm imply

dθL

de
∣∆E = Fς

ad

RT
θL (1 − θL) (5.14)

for the strain-derivative of the coverage functionθL. Similarly, the strain-dependent activation
enthalpy has the consequence that the exchange current density varies with strain as

djex

de
= Fς

ex

RT
jex . (5.15)

By inserting the above two results into Eq. (5.11), and in view of Eq. (5.7), it is readily found
that

ι = F

RT
(ςex + (θeq − θ) ςad) jF . (5.16)

In view of its definition through Eq. (5.5), the response parameterλ takes on the even simpler
form

λ = ςex + (θeq − θ) ςad . (5.17)

The analysis above can readily be applied to the kinetics when the Tafel reaction,2Had ⇌ H2,
is the rate-determining step, which has been suggested for the HER on Pt surfaces at low over-
potential [77, 120, 123, 124]. Here, instead of Eq. (5.7), the reaction current is given by (see,
e.g., Ref. [123])

jF = jex { (1 − θ)2(1 − θeq)2 exp (
(1 − α)2F∆E

RT
) − θ2

θ2eq
exp(−α2F∆E

RT
)} . (5.18)

Proceeding as before, the coupling coefficient can be obtained as

λ = ςex + 2 (θeq − θ) ςad . (5.19)

Equations (5.17) and (5.19), the central results of analysis here, are forceful consequences
of assuming Heyrowsky or Tafel kinetics, respectively, with a Langmuir isotherm and strain-
dependent adsorption and activation enthalpies. The result expresses the current-strain coupling
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coefficientλ as a weighted sum of the two relevant electrocapillary coupling parameters,ςad and
ςex. The weighting factor emerges as linearly dependent on the Hcoverage. That implies thatλ
may vary significantly near the potential of electrosorptionEad, while it takes on approximately
constant values at more negative or more positive potentials. The results for Heyrowsky and
Tafel kinetics are formally similar, and differ only by the fact that the adsorption-strain coupling
in the Tafel case is weighted by an extra factor of two.

Figures5.2 c) and d) illustrate the predicted mechanical modulation ofthe reactivity by
means of qualitative graphs ofι(E) andλ(E), respectively. The figure refers to Heyrowsky
kinetics with a Langmuir isotherm as an example. It is remarkable that the coupling parameter
λ remains well-behaved near the equilibrium potential of thereaction. When the current density
(jF) inverts its sign along with the overpotential,ι also changes sign as is apparent from a cusp
in the logarithmic graph ofι at∆E = 0 in Fig. 5.2 c). Yet,λ retains the constant valueςex at
and around∆E = 0. As Table5.1 putsλ ≈ ςex near equilibrium, it is seen that this coefficient
here measures the strain-dependence of the exchange current density.

Table 5.1: Values of the reaction rate-strain coupling coefficient λ as predicted by Eq. (5.17)
for Heyrowsky kinetics with a Langmuir isotherm. Results are for surfaces with different free
energy of adsorption,∆gad, for hydrogen. Examples for materials with the respective adsorp-
tion strength are indicated for illustration. The three limiting cases of the overpotential,∆E,
refer to concentrated (coverageθ ≈ 1) and dilute (θ ≪ 1) adsorbate and to the equilibrium, at
∆E = 0, of the hydrogen evolution reaction (θ = θeq). Electrocapillary coupling parameters for
the activation barrier of the Heyrowsky reaction and for thehydrogen adsorption enthalpy are
denoted byςex andςad, respectively. Note thatλ jumps by−ςad when the surface undergoes the
transition from dilute to concentrated adsorbate during hydrogen electrosorption.

∆E ≪ −∆gad/F ∆E = 0 ∆E ≫ −∆gad/F
θ ≈ 1 θ = θeq θ≪ 1

∆gad ≫ 0 (Au) ςex − ςad ςex ςex

∆gad ≈ 0 (Pt) ςex − ςad/2 ςex ςex + ςad/2
∆gad ≪ 0 (Ni) ςex ςex ςex + ςad

With attention toλ, the most important features in Fig.5.2d) are nearly constant values on
either side of the potential of electrosorption or underpotential deposition,Ead. Within a small
potential interval aroundEad, the value ofλ jumps by the amountςad. When ∣ςad∣ > ∣ςex∣, as
in the example of the figure, this jump is accompanied by a change of sign inλ at a potential
negative ofEad. This also letsι change sign, as is manifest in a cusp in the graph of Fig.5.2c)
at the corresponding potential.

As can be seen in the compilation of limiting values, Table5.1, the values ofλ on each
side ofEad depend on the strength of adsorption. For the example of H on Au (weak ad-
sorption),λ near equilibrium and at small magnitude of the overpotential is governed by the
strain-dependence of the activation enthalpy, in other words,λ ≈ ςex. By contrast,λ ≈ ςex − ςad
for Au at large and negative overpotential. If assuming thatthe two coupling coefficientsςad

andςex are of same sign and of not too dissimilar magnitude, then thenet strain-dependence of
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the reactivity is predicted strongest for electrodes with anegative adsorption enthalpy (as for Ni
in the example of Table5.1) and at positive overpotential and weakest for positive adsorption
enthalpy (as for Au) and at negative overpotential.

5.1.4 Impact of H-H interaction on strain-dependent rate eq uation

As already pointed out in Ref. [93], the Langmuir isotherm is unrealistic inasmuch as it ignores
the consequences of the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction.This is of relevance for the HER,
since the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction energy,∆ha−a, in the adsorbate layer is known to be
important (see,e.g., Ref. [125,126]). The possible consequences for the strain-dependence are
twofold. Firstly, the isothermθ(E) will adopt a different functional form if∆ha−a takes on no-
ticeable values. In view of Eq. (5.7), this will lead to a modified Tafel graph of the conventional,
strain-free surface. Secondly, a strain-dependence of∆ha−a will need to be considered. There
is no fundamental obstacle to introduce those generalizations into the rate equations and expres-
sions for the reactivity-strain coupling such as Eq. (5.11). Yet, the task is complicated by the
lack of realistic closed-form expressions forθ(E) allowing for adsorbate-adsorbate interaction.
Now this section inspects the issue of that interaction withattention to the Heyrowsky reaction.

The energetics of interacting adsorbate molecules on a lattice with fixed number-density,
Γ0, of sites may be represented by a regular solution model [127] with the surface free energy
function

ψ = ψ0 + Γ0 (∆gadθ + 1

2
∆ha−aθ2 +RT (θ ln θ + (1 − θ) ln(1 − θ))) , (5.20)

whereψ0 is the free energy of the clean surface and∆ha−a denotes an adsorbate-adsorbate
interaction energy. Equilibrium at the electrode requires(see,e.g., Ref. [71])

1

Γ0

∂ψ

∂θ
= µ − zF∆E (5.21)

with µ the chemical potential of the adsorbing ion, of valencyz, in solution. For hydrogen (H)
with Eq. (5.20), this equation (5.21) implies

− F∆E = ∆gad +∆ha−aθ +RT ln
θ

1 − θ . (5.22)

In the limit ∆ha−a → 0 the equation (5.22) yields the conventional Langmuir isotherm as in
Eq. (5.9). Repulsive adsorbate-adsorbate interaction (∆ha−a > 0) may broaden the potential
range of the transition from dilute to concentrated adsorbate at the effective electrosorption po-
tentialEad, whereas attractive interaction may, at sufficiently low temperature, lead to a surface
miscibility gap and to the coexistence, atEad, of regions of dilute and concentrated adsorbate
regions.

The general form of Eq. (5.22) with ∆ha−a ≠ 0 is not readily inverted to obtain an analytical
expression for the adsorption isothermθ(∆E) applicable to the full range of coverage. How-
ever, the limiting behavior at high dilution (θ ≪ 1, ∆E −Ead ≪ RT ) and near saturation (θ ≈ 1,
Ead −∆E ≪ RT ) is readily seen to satisfy

θ = exp−∆gad +F∆E
RT

(θ≪ 1) (5.23)
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and

θ = 1 − exp ∆gad +∆ha−a + F∆E
RT

(θ ≈ 1) , (5.24)

respectively.
Allowing for strain-dependence of the interaction enthalpy via∆ha−a =∆ha−a0 −Fςa−ae and

accounting for the definition ofςad, one readily obtains

dθ

de
∣∆E = F

RT
ςadθ (θ≪ 1) (5.25)

and
dθ

de
∣∆E = F

RT
(ςad + ςa−a) (1 − θ) (θ ≈ 1) . (5.26)

With the above equations we may inspect the current-strain coupling, provided that both,
the acting overpotential∆E and the equilibrium potentialEeq of the reaction are sufficiently
far from the electrosorption potentialEad so that in each case one of the limits applies, dilute
or concentrated adsorbate layer. While materials withEad close toEeq, such as Pt, are ex-
cluded from this approximate analysis, useful conclusionsare obtained for materials with weak
or strong adsorption, such as the examples of Au and Ni in Table 5.1. The procedure is now
exemplified for Au at large negative overpotential. By virtue of Eq. (5.15) for jex′, and ignor-
ing the inverse reaction rate (which is negligible at large negative overpotential), Eq. (5.11)
evaluates to

ι = F

RT
jFςex + jex θθ′eq − θeqθ′

θ2eq
exp (−αF∆E

RT
) . (5.27)

Sinceθeq ≪ θ while–by virtue of Eq. (5.26)–the derivativeθ′ becomes arbitrarily small at suffi-
ciently negative∆E, the termθeqθ′ in the enumerator in the second summand can be dropped.
Since weak adsorption implies that the coverage at the equilibrium potential is dilute,θeq

′ is
given by Eq. (5.25). This leads to

ι = F

RT
jFςex + F

RT
jexςad

θ

θeq
exp(−αF∆E

RT
) . (5.28)

By comparing this result to Eq. (5.7) for jF, one then obtainsι in the limit of large negative
overpotential as

ι ≈ F

RT
jF(ςex − ςad) (θeq ≪ 1 , θ ≈ 1) , (5.29)

which implies thatλ = ςex − ςad, a result which agrees with Eq.5.17in Section 5.1.3 and Table
5.1. Other limiting cases are readily treated in an analogous way, and the results are compiled
in Table5.2.

With attention to the above result in Table5.2 for the HER on Au at large forward bias
(∆E ≪ 0), it is remarkable that the results for the coupling strength is independent ofςa−a,
even though the adsorbate layer is here concentrated. The finding can be traced back to the
very fact that the adsorbate layer is nearly saturated at large forward bias. Strain can then not
noticeably affect the coverage, irrespective of its impacton the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction.
The impact of strain on the reaction rate is therefore here a consequence of the variation of the
normalization factors which, in Eq. (5.7), depend onθeq. This is a variation in a dilute adsorbate
population, and is thereby independent ofςa−a.
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Table 5.2: Values of the reaction rate-strain coupling coefficientλ of the Heyrowsky reaction in
various limiting cases. This table is similar to Table5.1, except that an interacting adsorbate is
considered. Symbols:Ead - electrosorption potential,∆E - overpotential,θ - adsorbate cover-
age. Electrocapillary coupling parameters for the activation barrier, for the hydrogen adsorption
enthalpy, and for the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction enthalpy are denoted byςex, ςad andςa−a,
respectively. Non applicable combinations are denoted by “n. a.”.

∆E ≪ 0 ∆E ≫ 0

∆E ≪ Ead ∆E ≫ Ead ∆E ≪ Ead ∆E ≫ Ead

θ ≈ 1 θ≪ 1 θ ≈ 1 θ ≪ 1

∆Ead ≪ 0 (Au) θeq ≪ 1 ςex − ςad ςex n. a. ςex

∆Ead ≫ 0 (Ni) θeq ≈ 1 ςex n. a. ςex ςex + ςad + ςa−a

It is shown that Eq. (5.11) can be evaluated in limiting cases where the adsorbate coverage
at potential is either very dilute or very concentrated, andwhere one of those limits also applies
at the equilibrium potential. This excludes the interesting case of the HER on Pt, but includes
surfaces on which H adsorbs either very strongly or very weakly, and in particular Au surfaces.
Here, the limiting behavior on either side ofEad agrees with that of Table5.1. As a central con-
sequence of the derivation, the jump inλ around the electrosorption potential is thus expected
even when the H-H interaction is strong. In other words, the H-H interaction on Au surfaces
affects the reactivity, but its impact on the relative change of reactivity with strain is moderate.
For surfaces with the strong H adsorption strength (as the example of Ni), a strain-dependent
H-H interaction is predicted to change the reactivity-strain coupling at positive∆E (hydrogen
oxidation reaction), see Table5.2.

Beyond replacing the Langmuir isotherm with a more realistic one that accounts for H-H
interaction, generalizations of Parsons’ rate equation, Eq. (5.7), may allow for the barrier energy
and/or the symmetry factorα to depend on the coverage. This introduces additional coefficients
which, themselves, may be strain-dependent. In the interest of conciseness, the present study
aims to compare the simplest meaningful theory to experiment. In that spirit, the present study
ignores these additional details.

The following section discusses an experimental approach which explores the mechanical
modulation of electrocatalytic reactivity and compares first results to the theory.

5.2 Samples and characterization

The working electrodes under study were 50 nm thin gold or platinum films by sputtering de-
position on polyimide substrates,≈ 1 cm× 2 cm in size. The X-ray rocking curves of films
prepared in this manner reveal a strong (111)-texture for Auand Pt, as shown in Fig.5.3.

The HER in argon-purged 0.5MH2SO4 solution was studied on 111-textured thin films of
gold and platinum, providing examples for weak (Au) and intermediate (Pt) hydrogen adsorp-
tion strength. Figure5.4shows cyclic voltammograms of the Au and Pt electrodes. The data is
consistent with the clean surfaces of the polycrystalline,thin film metal electrodes [128,129].
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Figure 5.3: X-ray diffraction characterization ofa) Au electrode andb) Pt electrode. Main
graph: intensityversusscattering angle. Inset graph: rocking curve of intensityversusinclina-
tion angle for the (111) reflection.
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Figure 5.4: Cyclic voltammograms of current density,j, versuselectrode potential,E, for a)
Au andb) Pt thin film electrodes with a (111)-texture in 0.5 MH2SO4. Scan rate is 100 mV s−1.

5.3 Impact of strain on hydrogen evolution reaction

The procedures of mechanical modulation of catalysis in this study are largely identical to Chap-
ter 4 of DECMA on polarizable electrodes. The central differences arei.) the extension of the
potential range to include the regime of hydrogen evolutionand ii.) the focus on the Faraday
current modulation. In the interest of a convenient description, a brief display of the procedures
is presented here.

Using the strain as the reference signal, the in-phase (real) and out-of-phase (imaginary)
components of the amplitude of potential or current modulation is detected by means of the
lock-in amplifier. The potential-strain response,ς, is measured in potentiostatic mode during
cyclic voltammetry as Fig.4.5. The current modulation,ι, is measured from the potential drop
over a shunt resistance in series with the counter electrodeas Fig.4.4. The real and imaginary
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components of the modulation in potential or current,Ê or Î, are output data from the lock-in
amplifier. With reference to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.6) the coupling coefficients were computed from
the data as follows:

ς = Êreal/ê (constant q) , (5.30)

ι = ĵreal/ê = A−1Îreal/ê (constantE) , (5.31)

λ = RT

F

Îreal

I ê
(constantE) , (5.32)

whereI denotes the net current as measured by the potentiostat andA is the area wetted by the
meniscus.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) used a voltage perturbation in root mean
square of 10 mV. The uncompensated solution resistance,RU, was measured immediately after
cyclic strain experiments using EIS in the frequency range 0.01 Hz - 1 kHz and identifying
the real part of the impedance in its high-frequency limit with RU. A typical value wasRU =
18 Ω. All electrode potentials shown here are corrected for the potential drop in solution by
subtractingI(E)RU from the nominal electrode potential value.

Tafel plots were recorded at a scan rate 2 mVs−1, using the cyclic voltammetry staircase
option with 3 mV potential step to eliminate the capacitive contribution. Decohesion of the
metal films at large and negative potentials limited the lower vertex potentials. These were
chosen so as to allow several consecutive experiments with any one sample.

Since the present DECMA setup prevents the use of a rotating disk anode, transport limita-
tions may affect the results. While acidic solutions provide an abundant supply of protons as
the reactants of the HER, accumulation of the product species molecular hydrogen in a layer of
electrolyte near the electrode surface may retard the reaction, as may the bubble formation that
has been observed for Pt at large negative overpotential [91]. Therefore, the present HER mea-
surements typically used negative-going scans in order to minimize the accumulation ofH2 in
solution. The smalljex on Au implies in particular that the above-mentioned kinetic limitations
are benign when working with Au electrodes in acidic solution [122].

Figure5.5 displays the results for the HER. The DECMA data for Au on HER is first dis-
cussed.

5.3.1 Gold electrode

Figure5.5a) shows a Tafel plot for the gold electrode. Under forward bias (∆E < 0), two well-
defined Tafel slopes are apparent,−79 mV dec−1 at low overpotential magnitude (∣∆E∣) and−224 mV dec−1 at higher∣∆E∣. From the intersection of straight lines of best fit, the transition
is found at∆E = −0.31 V. By extrapolating the data at low∣∆E∣ to the equilibrium potential,
the exchange current density is estimated atjex ≈ 0.08µA cm−2. In view of Fig.5.2the break in
the Tafel graph is consistent with the signature of H electrosorption in the Heyrowsky kinetics,
suggesting that for H on Au∆Ead ≈ −0.31 V.

As outlined in the theory section at the onset of this chapter, the analysis of DECMA data
requires the separation of capacitive and Faraday effects.It was found useful to inspect electro-
chemical impedance data. Figure5.5c) shows the impedance,Z, measured at the frequencies,
20 and 70 Hz, with the same as in the DECMA experiment. The key observation is a transition
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Figure 5.5: Electro-chemo-mechanical characterization of Au (left column) and Pt (right col-
umn) electrodes in 0.5 M H2SO4. a,b) Tafel plots of current density,jF, versuselectrode poten-
tial,E, during scans at 2 mV s−1. Thin green solid lines are straight-line fits in regions of linear
response in the log-linear representation.c,d) Real and imaginary parts of the impedance,Z,
versusE at frequencies of 20 and 70 Hz, as indicated by labels. Vertical dash-dotted line marks
transition between dominantly capacitive and dominantly Faraday currents.e,f)Electrocapillary
coupling parameterς at strain frequency 20 Hz and at 20 mV s−1 scan rate.g,h) Current-strain
response parameterι = dj/de recorded at 20 Hz (lines) and 70 Hz (circles) with 20 mV s−1 scan
rate. Shaded regions mark potential regime were the respective technique is inappropriate since
the requirements of dominantly capacitive (forς) or dominantly Faraday (forι) processes are
violated.
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atE ≈ −0.2 V (dash-dotted vertical line in the left column of Fig.5.5): WhenE is reduced
below that value, the imaginary part ofZ vanishes and the data of real part loses its frequency
dependence. Both aspects are signatures of the transition from a regime of dominantly capaci-
tive processes forE ≳ −0.2V to dominantly Faraday behavior forE ≲ −0.2 V. This implies that
DECMA data recorded forE below−0.2 V is dominated by the response of the HER rate to
strain, whereas the DECMA data at the more positiveE is dominated by capacitive processes.
Shaded regions in the graphs of Fig.5.5mark the potential regimes where the respective tech-
nique is inappropriate since the requirements of dominantly capacitive (forς) or dominantly
Faraday (forι) processes are violated.

Results for the potential-strain response near equilibrium, as represented by the electrocap-
illary coupling parameterς, are plotted in Fig.5.5e). The finding of a negative value ofς at the
more positive potentials agrees with results of Chapter 4 instudy ofς on Au in the vicinity of its
pzc. As the hydrogen electrosorption potential is approached,ς changes to positive. The value
of ς reaches a maximum value of+0.3 V, right before the entry into the regime of dominantly
Faraday behavior where the discharge of the interface by thereaction current prevents further
measurement ofς by the present approach.
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Figure 5.6: Real and imaginary parts of the current-strain response parameterι of Au and Pt
electrodesversusthe strain frequencyω. Potential values are indicated in the legends. Data
for Au is in the Faraday regime, with vanishing imaginary part. For Pt, data in the capacitive
regime reveals mixed (real/imaginary) behavior at elevated frequencies, consistent with results
of the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

Figure5.5g) displays the results for the current-strain coupling coefficient ι for frequencies
of 20 and 70 Hz. The frequency dependence of the current-strain response of Au has been
recorded atE = −0.40 V in more detail, see Fig.5.6 a). In agreement with Eq. (5.6), the
real part of the current modulation signal - which measuresι - is independent of the strain
frequency. This supports the identification of that signal with the response of Faraday current to
the cyclic strain. In particular, the real part of the current-strain response in Fig.5.5 g) can be
identified with the Faraday current modulation whenE ≲ −0.2 V. The data shows the parameter
ι as positive-valued at the lowest end of the potential range under study. Since the net Faraday
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5.3 Impact of strain on hydrogen evolution reaction

current is negative here, the positive sign ofι implies that tensile (positive) strain inhibits the
reaction. It is seen thatι decreases with increasing potential, changing sign atE ∼ −0.38 V and
then leveling off. The decrease in magnitude of the current-strain response at even more positive
potentialE (≳ −0.2 V) reflects capacitive behavior and so cannot be discussed asa signature of
ι.
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Figure 5.7: Current-strain response parametersι = dj/de (a,b)) andλ = (RT /F )d ln jF/de
(c,d)) of Au and Pt as measured during negative-going potential scans at 2 mV s−1. Shaded
regions mark potential regime were capacitive processes dominate, preventing valid measure-
ments ofι andλ.

Figures5.7a) and c) show results of an experiment in the HER regime, focusing on the two
current-strain response parameters,ι andλ and using a slower potential scan rate (2 mV/s as
compared to 20 mV/s in Fig.5.5) and a slightly extended potential range for closer inspection
of the current-strain coupling. As above, the shaded regions in Fig. 5.7 mark potentials in
which capacitive processes mask the Faraday-current strain response. The agreement of the
experiment with the theory is apparent when the log-linear plot of ι versusE in Fig. 5.7 is
compared to the schematic graph of the theory prediction in Fig. 5.2 c). The key observation
is that the response parameters change sign nearE = −0.38 V, slightly negative ofEad. This
manifests itself in the graph oflog ι by the prominently cusp at−0.38 V. In other words, at lesser
overpotential magnitude the tensile strain acts toenhancethe reaction current (more negative
current), whereas at higher overpotential magnitude (morenegativeE) tensile straininhibits the
reaction.

It is also remarkable that the parameterλ levels off in the most negative potential range,
approximating a constant valueλ ∼ −0.05 V. At higher potentialλ increases, reaching the
maximum valueλ ∼ +0.45 V at the entry into the capacitive regime.
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5 Mechanically modulated electrocatalysis

5.3.2 Platinum electrode

The Tafel plot of Pt electrode, Fig.5.5b), is curved in the entire potential range under investiga-
tion. This is consistent with previous observations of Refs. [79,91,120]. In series of consecutive
scans with the same electrode, this thesis obtains highly reproducible results, as shown in Fig.
5.8. This confirms the curvature as an inherent feature of the kinetics and not a signature of
electrode degradation. An estimate of Tafel slope,−38 mVdec−1, is obtained at low overpoten-
tial from a straight-line fit to the data for−0.05 V ≤ ∆E ≤ −0.015 V. The value of Tafel slope
is also in agreement with previous results [79,120,130].

38

Figure 5.8: The reproducible results of Tafel plots of Pt electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4 in series
of consecutive scans at a rate of 2 mV s−1. The Tafel slope, -38 mVdec−1, is obtained at low
overpotential.

The EIS data of Fig.5.5 d) show the imaginary part vanishing forE ≲ -0.03V, indicating
that Faraday behavior dominates in that regime, whereas pseudo-capacitive processes are dom-
inant at the higher potentials. This notion is confirmed by the current-strain response data of
Fig. 5.5h). The Faraday current must vanish at equilibrium, irrespective of the strain, implying
ι = 0 at∆E = 0. Yet, the experimental current modulation does not vanish there. In fact, the
graph of the current-strain modulation exhibits an extremum at a potential only slightly positive.
This agrees with a capacitive rather than Faraday process dominating the response at and above
E = 0.

The first and second UPD peaks, atE = 0.174V and 0.083V in the CVs of Fig. 5.4 b),
coincide with minima in the potential-strain response, Fig. 5.5 f). The observed shifts of phase
and sign are in agreement with those of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.6), confirming that the experiment
here measures the values ofς of the corresponding electrosorption processes as in Chapter 4.

The graph of current-strain response for Pt in Fig.5.5h) is remarkably similar to that for Au
(Fig. 5.5 g) above), with an extremum at potentials positive of the H electrosorption potential
and a sign inversion at potentials negative thereof, here at∼ −0.13 V. Most notably, the sign
inversion – reflected by the prominent cusps in Fig.5.7 a) for Au and Fig.5.7 b) for Pt – is
common to both metals. For Pt, as for Au, tensile strain accelerates the reaction (ι < 0) at lesser
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overpotentials, whereas the trend is reversed at the higheroverpotentials, where tensile strain
inhibits the reaction (ι > 0).

Based on the electrochemical impedance data of Fig.5.5d), the signals at potentials positive
of −0.03 V have been identified as the signatures of capacitive processes. Yet, the lack of a
noticeable frequency dependence in the current-strain response data of Fig.5.5 h) seems to
disagree with this notion. The frequency dependence of the current-strain response of Pt has
therefore been inspected on in more detail, see Fig.5.6 b). It can be seen that the real part
of the current-strain response is only frequency-independent in the regime ofω ≳ 20Hz. At
lesser frequencies, the real part does depend onω. Furthermore, the imaginary part is strongly
frequency dependent throughout the entire frequency rangeunder investigation. This behavior
is indeed compatible with capacitive processes and not withFaraday behavior.

As for Au, the present work have studied the current-strain response for Pt in more detail
at slower scan rate. The results, Fig.5.7 b) and d), confirm the above observations. At the
most negativeE, the results forλ in Fig. 5.7d) show only slow variation with potential, with a
smallest value ofλ = −0.175 V.

5.4 Discussion
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Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the position of Pt and Au on the volcano curve of
exchange current densityjex versusH enthalpy of adsorption,∆had, for the hydrogen evolution
reaction. Tensile strain makes the surface more binding forH (large arrow), which might suggest
that the reactivity of Au increases while that of Pt decreases (small arrows).

The Au and Pt electrodes of the experiment probe the HER on substrates with quite different
adsorption strength. Pt undergoes UPD at slightly positiveoverpotentials (∆had ≲ 0 ), which
puts it near to (but slightly to the left of) the peak of the volcano curve, Fig.5.9, of exchange
current densityversushydrogen enthalpy of adsorption. By contrast, gold metal lies the left
hand side of the volcano curve with a very positive∆had [28,122].

In several respects, the HER on Pt is less suited for a discussion in terms of idealized models
than the HER on Au. In view of the high reactivity of the Pt surface, accumulation of dissolved
H2 in the electrolyte [91] likely inhibits the reaction at more negative overpotentials. The impact
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of such kinetic limitations may be mitigated by focusing on the coupling parameterλ, which is
defined as therelativechange of the current in response to strain. Since kinetic limitations act
on jF as well asδjF, their impact is partly canceled when evaluatingδjF/jF. In this sense,λ is
an inherently robust parameter even when the current is affected by the solution resistance due
to the accumulation of dissolvedH2 in the electrolyte.

Irrespective of that issue, the curved Tafel plot for Pt, which is found even when transport
limitations are removed by using a rotating disk electrode [77, 91, 131], is ill consistent with
simple models for the kinetics. In fact, a transition between Tafel kinetics at low overpotential
and Heyrowsky kinetics at high (negative) overpotential has been suggested for Pt [77, 124].
Furthermore, Pt presents the additional challenge that thestrong capacitive signals of hydro-
gen UPD nearly coincide with the equilibrium of the HER, complicating the separation of the
modulated Faraday current.

As a consequence of the more challenging nature of the Pt case, the discussion of this first
study focuses on the findings for Au, inspecting the Pt results in the spirit of a qualitative
comparison only.

5.4.1 Electrosorption potential and Tafel slope

The present experiments for gold indicate Tafel slopes of−79 mV dec−1 at low overpotential
magnitude (∣∆E∣) and -224 mV dec−1 at higher∣∆E∣, with a break at aroundE = −0.31 V and
an exchange current densityjex ≈ 0.08 µA cm−2. These values will now be discussed in relation
to the literature.

For the idealized case of symmetry factorα = 1/2, the Tafel slopes of the Heyrowsky reaction
of Eq. (5.7) with a Langmuir isotherm, which underlies the discussion of the Au data, corre-
spond tod ln jex/dE = −3F /(2RT ) or −40 mV dec−1 and−F /(2RT ) or −119 mV dec−1 at
low and high overpotential magnitudes, respectively. Previous experimental studies of the HER
on polycrystalline gold, using rotating disk electrodes, indeed find Tafel slopes that support the
model, namely -48± 12 mV dec−1 and -110± 11 mV dec−1 at low and high overpotential,
respectively [84,130]. The experiment, in this chapter, finds a factor three difference between
the slopes in the respective regimes, which also agrees withthe model. Yet, the absolute values
of the present experimental Tafel slopes are here consistently higher than the prediction. That
observation is consistent with published data, which show Tafel slopes (at low overpotential)
of -73 ± 20 mV dec−1 for Au electrodes in acidic solution [82,83,120,132] when no rotating
disk electrode is used. This implies that the deviation between the model Tafel slopes and the
present experiment is a signature of transport limitations. The findings in this chapter are other-
wise consistent with the intrinsic behavior of the HER on clean polycrystalline Au surfaces.

The change in Tafel slope is an inherent feature of the Heyrowsky kinetics, where it demar-
cates the transition between dilute and concentrated hydrogen coverage at the electrosorption
potential,Ead = −∆gad/F . The observation here of the Tafel break at∼ E = −0.31 V suggests
that the free energy of hydrogen adsorption on Au is∆gad = +0.31 eV or +29 kJ mol−1. Ab
initio computations for H on Au(111) put∆gad at+0.45 eV [28] and+0.41 eV [133]. Further-
more,∆gad reflects the metal-hydrogen bond strength, which for Au has been reported 0.50 eV
more positive than for Pt metal [19]. This latter value would suggest thatEad ≈ -0.3 to -0.4 V
for Au in view of the H UPD signatures on Pt at +0.1 to +0.2 V, seeFig. 5.4. It is seen that the
observed potential of−0.31 eV puts the Tafel break in our data within the interval of reported
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values for the electrosorption potential of H. Furthermore, the exchange current density for the
Au electrode in the present experiment,jex ≈ 0.08 µA cm−2, agrees well with the published
values 0.08µA cm−2 in Ref. [97] and 0.12µA cm−2 in Ref. [122].

To summarize these observations, the results here overestimate the Tafel slopes, but provide
values for the apparent adsorption potentialEad and for the exchange current densityjex that are
consistent with previous reports. This thesis attributes the deviation in Tafel slope to transport
limitations, but conclude from the agreement ofEad and jex that the impact of the solution
resistance is limited and that the data here for Au give a reasonable qualitative representation of
the inherent kinetics of the reaction.

As motivated above, this chapter refrains from discussing the Pt data in detail. However, it is
recalled that the qualitative behavior ofι(E) of Pt is found similar to Au. This lends qualitative
support to the present discussion of the impact of strain on the reactivity at Au surface.

5.4.2 Potential-strain response

As argued in Result Section, the experimental data for potential- and current modulation with
strain for both electrodes are consistent with a transitionbetween dominantly capacitive or
pseudo-capacitive behavior at the more positive potentials and dominantly Faraday behavior
at more negative potential. The respective regimes allow, exclusively, the measurement of the
potential-strain response at constant charge (pseudo-capacitive processes) and of the current-
strain response at constant potential (Faraday processes).

Chapter 4 has found thatς < 0 for capacitive processes with little chemisorption on tran-
sition and noble metal surfaces and specifically on Au, whichis also consistent with Refs.
[37,38,48,54,101,134]. This is born out by the present results at the most positivepotentials.
During negative-going scans, as the potential approachesEad, pseudo-capacitive adsorption of
H will become more important and eventually dominate the potential-charge and potential-strain
response. In view of the definition ofςad, Eq. (5.12), the experimental potential-strain response
parameter will then gradually change; when chemisorption dominates the response will eventu-
ally take on the value ofςad [32]. In view of the change of sign inς and its continuing increase
upon decreasing the potential (Fig.5.5e), this chapter therefore concludes thatςad of H on Au
is positive valued with a lower bound of +0.3 V. The finding forAu is consistent with posi-
tive values ofς during hydrogen electrosorption experiments on Pd [32,103] and Pt [32,101].
The positiveςad imply that tensile strain makes the metal surfaces more binding for hydrogen.
This experimental finding is consistent with the predictions of the d-band model, which quite
generally implies an enhanced binding on laterally expanded surfaces [24,26,29].

5.4.3 Current-strain response

For the current-strain response the experimental results here indicate that the graphs ofλ(E) for
both, Pt and Au, agree well with the theoretical model in Section 5.1, specifically inasmuch as
i.) both surfaces display the change of sign inλ(E); ii .) λ(E) becomes approximately constant
in the limit of large negative overpotential; andiii .) the change in sign is at a potential negative
of the break in the Tafel plot that may be linked toEad. This thesis takes these observation as a
confirmation of the concept of a strain-dependent Heyrowskyor Tafel kinetics, as explored by
the model. Details will now be addressed.
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The central finding for current-strain response on Au is thatλ changes sign atE ≈ −0.38 V

nearEad. As was pointed out above, the negative value ofλ at lesser∣∆E∣ implies that tensile
strain here enhances the reactivity, whereasλ > 0 at higher∣∆E∣ means that tensile strain here
diminishes the reactivity. The same qualitative behavior is found for Pt, except that the change
in sign ofλ here occurs much closer to the equilibrium potential of the HER.

Upon comparing Figs.5.2and5.7 it is seen that the graphs ofι andλ in theory and experi-
ment agree well if, for Au, the model takesςex of same sign as and moderately lesser magnitude
thanςad. In view of Table5.1, the constant value ofλ ≈ −0.05 V at the lowest negative overpo-
tential implies thatςex − ςad ≈ −0.05 V. The current-strain coupling reaches a maximum value
of λ = +0.45 V at the transition between capacitive and Faraday behavior,implying ςex ≥ +0.45
V and, therefore,ςad ≥ +0.50 V. This is also consistent with the finding for the potential-strain
coupling, which tends to increase with decreasing potential, reaching a maximum valueς = +0.3
V before the transition to Faraday behavior prevents furtherobservation with the present tech-
nique.

It is of interest to inspect the observation of∣ςad∣ ≳ ∣ςex∣ in the light of the Brønsted-Evans-
Polanyi relation, which links the enthalpies of adsorptionto the enthalpies of the transition
states [27, 135–137]. DFT data for adsorption on different substrates reveal a scaling fac-
tor, connecting∆hex to ∆had, near to but slightly less than unity [137]. This is compatible
with present observation for surfaces under different states of strain. However, the theory also
highlights counter examples: For CO on Ru (0001), the dissociation barrier is more strongly
strain-dependent than the adsorption enthalpy [26]. Furthermore, a study of the energies of in-
termediates in methanol oxidation over strained copper surfaces [29] finds no clear trends for
the variation of reaction barriers with strain. The quite different findings for the individual pro-
cesses highlight the need for approaches–such as the present one–affording a separation of the
two enthalpy-strain coupling coefficients in experiment.

Inasmuch as the results for Pt provide a qualitative description of the current-strain coupling,
it is concluded that the reactivity at finite overpotential here also decreases with tensile strain.
The apparent change in sign ofλ, quite close to the transition to capacitive behavior, suggests
that the exchange current density as defined through Eq. (5.7) shows the opposite trend, with
enhanced current under strain in tension. Note, however, that empirical values forjex are typi-
cally derived by extrapolation from currents at finite overpotential to∆E = 0. Thejex measured
in this way depends on strain through the current in the regime whereλ may be negative. Since
the strain dependence of the ‘empirical’ HER exchange current on Pt is governed byλ at fi-
nite overpotential, and since the corresponding reaction may be inhibited by tensile strain, the
strain-induced variation of the empirical exchange current may be of different sign compared to
the variation of thejex of Eq. (5.7).

At first sight, the observations that tensile strain inhibits the reactivity of both, Au and Pt
under forward bias are not immediately obvious if one considers the volcano curve (Fig.5.9)
for the reactivity - as represented by the exchange current density - of metal surface for the
HER. Since tensile strain makes the surface more binding forH, it shifts both Au and Pt to
lesser∆had on the graph. With Au on the descending branch of the volcano and Pt near to
its top, a finite tensile strain would make Au more reactive and Pt less reactive, contrary to
the observation. The apparent discrepancy is related to thedifferent strain-dependence of two
measures for the reactivity, namely the exchange current density of jex of Eq. (5.7) on the one
hand and the Faraday current at finite overpotential on the other. The present discussion of the
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results for Au indicates that the exchange current density is indeed enhanced by tensile strain
since, at∆E = 0, the theory impliesλ ≈ ςex, which is positive. Yet, significant current can only
be obtained at higher overpotential, where the hydrogen coverage has changed from dilute to
concentrated. Here, the theory indicatesλ ≈ ςex − ςad, which takes on negative values.

5.5 Conclusion

In the study of this chapter, the consequences of elastic strain of an electrode have been in-
spected on its electrocatalytic activity for the hydrogen evolution reaction. The present approach
is motivated by the data from theory and experiment that establish the enthalpies of adsorbates
and of transition states as significantly strain-dependent.

The key findings here are:i.) successfully separation of the modulated pseudo-capacitive
current and Faraday current in current-strain response measurement;ii.) the feasibility of anin
situ measurement of the mechanical modulation of the electrocatalytic reactivity during poten-
tial scans;iii. ) an inversion in sign – supported by experiment and theory – in the reactivity-
strain coupling strength at a potential somewhat negative of electrosorption; andiv.) the ex-
perimental verification of assumptions that strain-dependent adsorption enthalpy and strain-
dependent activation enthalpy in hydrogen evolution reaction.

Starting out with the kinetic rate equation for the Heyrowsky or Tafel reactions with Lang-
muir sorption characteristics, this chapter introduces separate coupling coefficients,ςad andςex,
respectively, for the strain dependence of the adsorption enthalpy of H and for the activation
energy.

The relative change of the Faraday current in response to strain can be quantified by the
parameterλ, which emerges as a weighted sum of the two coupling coefficients. The weighting
factors depend on the overpotential,∆E. Near equilibrium (∆E = 0) it is foundλ = ςex, so
that the current modulation is entirely governed by the strain dependence of the transition state
energy. By contrast, the reactivity at higher overpotential can also reflect the strain-dependence
of the adsorption enthalpy as measured byςad. The coupling far from equilibrium depends on
the sign of∆E and on the strength of H adsorption. The present study of the HER on Au
electrodes indicates thatςad andςex are of identical sign, with a larger magnitude forςad.

These experiments under study explore an approach towards monitoring the mechanical
modulation of electrocatalytic reactions by using a small cyclic strain of the electrode and a
lock-in technique to detect the ensuing modulation of the reaction current. This cyclic strain
can be applied and the current modulation analyzed simultaneously with the potential scan
which is used to obtain the data for a Tafel plot. While the absence of forced liquid flow - as in
a rotating disk experiment - impairs the results in the present implementation, meaningful data
was obtained for the exchange current density and the electrosorption potential of the HER on
Au.

In the experiment, the variation of the reactivity-strain coupling (λ) with overpotential (∆E)
exhibits qualitatively similar behavior for Au and Pt. The most prominent observation is a
change of sign ofλ < 0. The transition is consistent with our theory. Withλ < 0 at large
and negative overpotential (i.e., forward bias of the HER) and a transition toλ > 0 when∆E
is increased near the H electrosorption potential, for Au aswell as Pt, present work finds that
tensile strain reduces the reactivity under sufficiently large forward bias, and a transition to
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5 Mechanically modulated electrocatalysis

tensile strain enhancing the reactivity under lesser bias.
By contrast, the two metals may differ in respect to the impact of strain on the exchange

current density: whilejex of Au increases under tensile strain, the data are at least compatible
with an empirical exchange current densityjex of Pt decreasing. The strain-dependence ofjex

is in agreement with expectation based on the position of thetwo elements on the volcano curve
of jex versusH adsorption enthalpy. Yet, the different behavior of the reactivity under finite bias
shows that the strain effect on the reaction kinetics is governed by additional factors, which are
not appropriately measured by the exchange current alone.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

The contribution of this dissertation to the material science is the successfully experimental
investigation of the link between surface mechanical deformation and electrode processes. Im-
posing a cyclic strain on the electrode surface is so as to tune the lattice parameter of surface ma-
terial, and then the response variations of relevant parameters of interest (e.g.potential and cur-
rent) were precisely measured by the lock-in technique of dynamic electro-chemo-mechanical
analysis (DECMA). This thesis thereby established the foundation of measuring the variations
of the electrode potential and the current in response to thesurface strain under the condition
of controlled potentials. The data obtained relate to several electrochemical processes, full
covering with the regions of the capacitive charging near the potential of zero charge (pzc), the
electrosorption processes as well as the electrochemical reaction. Several original phenomenons
were first observed and discussed for different electrochemical systems (e.g. different concen-
tration of electrolytes and different transition nobel metals).

The most important conclusions of this thesis are summarized as following:

Coupling coefficient of electrode potential and strain

i) Verification of DECMA at equilibrium condition

The measurement strategies were successfully establishedas the first achievement of this dis-
sertation. These strategies were validated by three independent different experimental methods.
All results of methods were in perfect agreement with narrowmargins throughout the entire
potential range in study. Such agreement gave a strong indication that the experiments pro-
vided valid data for the quantity of the electrocapillary parameter of interest,ςE = dE/de∣q, the
response of electrode potential to the strain at constant (Lagrangian) charge density condition.

The coupling coefficientςE was found strongly dependent on the electrode potential when
studying 111-textured gold electrode as an example. The sign of coefficient was always negative
in the capacitive process at a clean surface of gold electrode. The third finding was thatςE had
an extremum value, -1.9±0.2 V, in theHClO4 dilute solution.

ii) Comparison between polarisable and nonpolarisable elect rodes

The comparative experiments clarified the confusion of difference between the potential-strain
response of polarisable (PE) and nonpolarisable (NPE) electrodes. The respective response
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parameters were under separate condition: at constant charge density,q, for the PE (dE/de∣q)
and at constant chemical potential of the metal atom,µ, for the NPE (dE/de∣µ). These two
parameters were thereby linked to variations of the chemical potential of the electron (PE) and
of the metal atom (NPE), respectively. The present experimental results confirmed that:a)
dE/de∣µ of the NPE was small and the magnitude of dE/de∣µ was about two orders less than the
magnitude of dE/de∣q; b) ςE of Ag near thepzcwas negative valued, similar to Au electrode.

iii) Application of DECMA to different concentration

As a case-study, the method of measuringςE was applied to gold electrodes inHClO4 and
H2SO4 of different concentrations. The finding, thatςE was essentially independent of the ion
and of the solution concentration, appeared to linkςE exclusively to the behavior of the metal
surface. The most obvious observation was a peak in the magnitude ofςE at a potential, which
was suggested coinciding with thepzc. Then the extremum ofςE(E) would provide a useful
probe of thepzcof gold electrodes, which could be applied in general in electrochemical studies.

iv) Application of DECMA to electrosorption processes

The behavior ofςE was studied in a wider potential range, which included the specific elec-
trosorption on transition metals (Au, Pt and Pd). The sign ofςE changed at different electrode
states,e.g. hydrogen/oxgen electrosorption and clean/oxygen-covered surface . The positive
valuedςE during the hydrogen electrosorption gave a understanding that a tensile strain made
the metal surface more binding for H on these metals. In fact,this is the first quantifiable mea-
surement and report ofςE for hydrogen adsorption on gold. This is indeed difficult to measure
by other techniques, since the large Faraday current of the hydrogen evolution reaction hides
the signal in conventional electrochemical measurement techniques.

At the onset of oxygen specific adsorption region, the negative valuedςE for Au, Pd and Pt
metals implies that the tensile strain enhances the adsorption of O or OH species. The present
study found that theςE kept negative during whole oxygen adsorption process on Au electrode.
Contrary to the Au metal,ςE changed its sign to positive during oxygen species adsorption for
Pd and Pt metals. This observation connected to the formation of an oxide monolayer on Pd
and Pt but not on Au surface. The above findings underline thatDECMA could provide attrac-
tive insights into electrode processes and could be used as asensitive tool for characterizing
adsorbate coverage.

Faraday current-strain coupling on hydrogen evolution rea ction

i) Theoretical model of strain-dependent reaction rate

The focus of this thesis is on the investigation of the strain-dependence of electrocatalysis. A
theoretical model was accordingly explored to the realm of electrocatalytic reaction. In short
words, the model first introduced the strain-dependent terminto the kinetic rate equations for
strain surfaces, and derived results for the variation of coupling strength with the electrode state.
The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) was under study as a simple model process.

The model started out with the kinetic rate equations of the Heyrowsky (H+aq +Had + e− ⇌ H2)
and the Tafel (Had +Had ⇌ H2) reactions with Langmuir sorption characteristics. The model
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then introduced the separate coupling coefficients,ςad and ςex, respectively, for the strain-
dependence of the adsorption enthalpy of H and of the activation energy.

The relative change of the Faraday current,jF, in response to the strain,e, was quantified by
the parameterλ∝ dln jF/de, which emerged as a weighted sum of the two coupling coefficients,
ςad andςex. The weighting factors depended on the overpotential,∆E. Near equilibrium (∆E
= 0) it was foundλ = ςex, so that the current modulation was entirely governed by thestrain
dependence of the transition state energy (the activation energy). By contrast, the reactivity at
higher overpotential magnitude also reflected the strain-dependence of the adsorption enthalpy
as measured byςad. The couplingλ far from equilibrium depended on the sign of∆E and on
the strength of H adsorption. The gold electrode was focusedin analysis as the example of weak
H adsorption strength.

Since the Langmuir isotherm was unrealistic inasmuch as it ignored the consequences of the
adsorbate-adsorbate (H-H) interaction, a theoretical analysis inspected the H-H interaction with
attention to the Heyrowsky reaction allowing for strain-dependence of the interaction enthalpy
by a coupling coefficientςa−a. The expression ofλ, for the Heyrowsky reaction on Au at large
forward bias (∆E ≪ 0), the result implied thatλ = ςex − ςad, which coincided with the model
with a Langmuir isotherm. It was remarkable that the result for the coupling strengthλ was
independent ofςa−a, even though the adsorbate layer was concentrated. That is to say, the H-
H interaction on Au surfaces affected the reactivity, but its impact on the relative change of
reactivity with strain was moderate. For surfaces with strong H adsorption, a strain-dependent
H-H interaction was predicted to change the reactivity-strain coupling at positive∆E (hydrogen
oxidation reaction).

The study of the HER on Au electrodes indicated thatςad and ςex were of identical sign,
with a larger magnitude forςad. The modulated Faraday current,ι = djF/de, changed its sign
going with large and negative overpotential for the HER on Au. More accurately, the value ofι
was negative at less negative potential of equilibrium potential of HER, which gave a meaning
that the tensile strain enhanced the Faradaic current, or the surface could be regarded as more
reactive, since the nominal Faraday current exhibited negative valued in the whole region of
HER. At large and negative potential, the sign of parameterι turned to positive, which meant
less reactive for the metal surface by a tensile strain.

ii) Experimental verification by DECMA measurement

Experimental investigations have been also conduced to verify the theoretical model. The ex-
perimental systems in study were the 111-textured polycrystalline Au and Pt thin film electrodes
in the 0.5 M concentration ofH2SO4 solution as the most studied system in the literature.

The experiments explored an approach towards monitoring the mechanical modulation of
electrocatalytic reactions by the lock-in technique of a modified DECMA to detect the me-
chanical modulation of the reaction current. It primarily successfully separated the modulated
pseudo-capacitive current component and Faraday current component in a current-strain re-
sponse experiment.

Based on the observation of Tafel plots, the Au electrode exhibited two different Tafel slopes
at low and high overpotential magnitudes (∣∆E∣). The factor three in difference between the
slopes in the respective regimes agreed with the theoretically idealized case in the model. The
change in Tafel slope was an inherent feature of the Heyrowsky kinetics, where it demarcated the
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transition between dilute and concentrated hydrogen coverage at the electrosorption potential,
∆Ead. Consequently, the data for Au electrode gave a reasonable qualitative representation of
the inherent kinetics of the Heyrowsky reaction. The similar qualitative behavior of current-
strain response of Pt lent qualitative support to the discussion of the impact of strain on the
reactivity at Au surface.

The main finding, that the experimental data agreed with the theoretical model based on
Heyrowsky reaction kinetics for Au electrode, supported the assumptions of strain effect on the
reaction rate:a) strain affected surface coverage of hydrogen adsorption bya strain-dependent
adsorption enthalpy;b) strain affected exchange current density by a strain-dependent activation
enthalpy. This was first quantifiable measurement and experimental report for the reactivity-
strain coupling strength.

More precisely, the variation of the reactivity-strain coupling in the experiment – as mea-
sured byλ(E) – with ∆E was found qualitatively similar for Au and Pt. The most prominent
observation was a sign change of the coupling at overpotential near the∆Ead. This transition
was consistent with the prediction of the model. The parameterλ(E) under observation became
approximately negative constant in the limit of large and negative overpotential. Withλ(E) < 0
at large and negative overpotential (i.e., forward bias of the HER) and a transition toλ(E) > 0
when∆E increased, the tensile strain diminished the reactivity under sufficiently large forward
bias, and a transition to tensile strain enhancing the reactivity under lesser bias.

The parameter of exchange current density,jex, is mostly used to describe the reactivity of
the electrode surface for an electrochemical reaction. TheAu and Pt electrodes in study probed
the HER on substrates with quite different adsorption strength. Pt underwent underpotential
deposition (UPD) at slightly positive overpotential (adsorption enthalpy∆had ≲ 0), which put
it near to (but slightly to the left of) the peak of the volcanocurve of exchange current density
versus hydrogen enthalpy of adsorption. By contrast, Au wasway out at very positive∆had.
Thus, these two metals may differ in respect to the impact of strain on the exchange current
density. Since tensile strain made the surface more bindingfor H species, it shifted both Au
and Pt to lesser∆had on the graph of the volcano curve. A finite tensile strain would make Au
largerjex (or more reactive) and Pt lessjex (or less reactive).

The discussion of the results for Au indicated that the tensile strain decreased the activation
enthalpy of Au for Heyrowsky reaction by the coupling coefficient ςex > 0. Then the exchange
current density was indeed enhanced by tensile strain sinceλ ≈ ςex, which was positive. How-
ever, at first sight the tensile strain here inhibited the reactivity of both metals at large and
negative overpotentials by the experimental observation and the theory indicatedλ ≈ ςex − ςad,
which took on negative values. The apparent discrepancy wasrelated to the different strain
dependence of two measures for the reactivity, namely the exchange current density on the one
hand and the Faraday current at finite overpotential on the other. Yet, the different behavior
of the reactivity under finite bias shows that the strain effect on the reaction kinetics was gov-
erned by additional factors, which were not appropriately measured by the exchange current
alone. The significant reaction current could be only obtained at higher overpotential, where the
hydrogen coverage had changed from dilute to concentrated.
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Outlook

In principle, the present approach towards monitoring mechanically modulated reaction rates in
electrocatalysis can be applied generally to catalyst materials and to other electrocatalytic reac-
tions,e.g. oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the oxidation of formicacid. It thus provides
a new tool for studying strain-dependent catalysis on materials surfaces and for identifying the
underlying microscopic processes in the interest of developing improved catalyst materials. The
present investigation of strain-dependent reactivity formetal surfaces therefore opens a helpful
insight into the design of catalyst in a chemical reaction.

Many experiments in the field of electrocapillarity use the electrodes with the surface that
is not perfectly flat and contain defectse.g. step edges, terraces. The general results for the
mechanics of such rough surface [138,139] finds that corrugation has an important effect on the
way in which the surface stress is transferred into the substrate. The action of the surface stress
can even invert its sign.

Yet, the relevant corrections of roughness effect are not applied in the studies of electrocap-
illarity. The accuracy of the experimental data in the field of strain-dependence could be further
enhanced if the roughness correction is established and applied in the general experimental
studies. The observations in experiments (shown in Fig.6.1) imply that ςE varies significantly
between as-prepared and annealed states of electrode, in which the surfaces show the different
roughness.
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Figure 6.1: The DECMA experimental results ofςE in 10 mM HClO4 of as prepared and an-
nealed gold electrodes within capacitive range with scan rate of 1 mV s−1 and at strain frequency
of 20 Hz. The arrows show the sweep directions.
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